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CHAPTER I.
. If'THODUOTlCN
The purpose of this research, briefly stated,
Is to study the relation between intelligence, knowl-
edge, and character, as doter~lned by certain tests.
The question frequently arises as to whether
Intelligence tends to influence a person* s character
favorably froc the point of view of rood citizenship.
It Is eomonly unquestioned that to be a successful
criminal, one nuct bo very clever. It is often
suspected that scne ~eo~>le are '-ood, because they can
not well be otherwise; because they are not clever
enoupa. to be bad. T-i-o .---or to these questions is
generally ncro oainion based at best on llrr.ited experi-
ence and unscientific data. There is a scarcity of
scientific evidence for answers to ftm sections. In
this study, the purpose is to procure -md present sorae
evider.ee that is scientific, or as nearly scientific as
possible, bearing on this preblew.
The relation bet'^een knowledge ana Intelligence
has been studied considerably. ,\nythin new shich this
study may produce on this part of the subject will
probably be only the relation between intelligence and
the particular kind of kno-lod^e r-.eesured. The relation
betireen Intelligence an! t subjects taught In nubile
schools has often been investigated, but few investigators
have dealt with the relation between Intelligence and
rp.llrrioue knorledfre.
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The relation between knowledge and character
Is a field Ftin less explored. It would seen fti if a
person rith a fair amount of knowledge ought to
develop a type of character that is nore desir-ible from
a social tjoint of vies than could a r-crson 1th lees
knowledge. I srise can ought to he a good r. a. Is this
true of a Ran sho has religious knowledge? And rrhat
kinds of so-called religious kno.-rledge most affect
character? To contribute soaetning toward an answer to
this question in ft third part of the pttgpfrM of this
research. A vast amount of ntud'y, to say the least,
must be made in this field before an adequate answer can
be furnished to the problems in any of the three
divisions of this subject.
The value of information on these three points
is easily recognised. Great raste of tir?e, materials, jnd
money by employers ie inevitable for lack of it. fluch
paste could be avoided if information of t: ie kind were
available in suitable form. 3hen tt emoloyer if? con-
sidering giving esoloysent to a particular individual,
it is ighly desirable thnt he be able to judge hie
character more accurately than he ean at -resent. At
-resent, m employer has to rely largely u-on recom-
mendations. These are supposed to be franfc statements,
but often, they exaggerate the good qualities of an
applicant, and naturally often omit to mention unfavorable
points. Alr.ost the only other tray in vrhicfc an employer
can judge a nan* e fitness as to character is to try
him out. This is an experiment, and often a costly
one. The ecployeo say si ely run off with sor.e cash
fros the cash register, or iay say ju -le Dm accounts
ana sake way with thousands. More likely, he ??ill do
what costs the business just as rauch,—nasely waste
his tise by idling, or take advantage when not watched,
or a~oropriate sjaterials fros the business for his
private uoe, or dortroy rat? material by carelessness.
These losses thru faults in character are familiir to
everyone. If a test or tests could be developed which
could be applied with enjall cost and woul;i ^redict oven
fairly well the honeaty, conscientiousness, reliability,
or other traits of character, it sould be a great
financial saving, anh simplify the orobiess of employment
officers.
In the second place, thit study has a sore
important bearing educationally. That knowledge greatly
afreets character 1c a coaaon assumption. To check vep
this assumption is part of ti e purpose of this research.
The saving sfclca such research is caoable of hrin^in"*
about will accrue not only to business but also to our
oublic schools. TTducational leaders are coning nore and
nore to th conclusion that at least part of the function
of education is to produce charaoter. Pursuant to that
idea, schools are more and mors teaching ethics by
precept after the aanner of church sohools, exoept that
they adhere strictly to ethics and exclude what is
understood to be religious teaching.
But does knowledge of this kind largely
affect character? Does the kno™ledge of right lead
to doinj right? The answer to this k- tlon is hardly
kno-m In any scientific say. Yet an athletic
instructor in a certain college, who constantly deals
with sen and boys In a personal way, remarked that
"what this College needs is a course in husanics.* He
thot Ha* s. c -irse ought to be given in ethics, i.e.
in the knowledge of right and wrong. Shea asked what
really produced c; -racter,—whether knowledge or some-
thing else,— he si~oly shrugged his shoulders. That is
about the only answer one cm §t*i to such a question if
he has any realization of the problems involved. In tae
country at large, such money ir being s ent in schools
for instruction in ethics, we should like to know whether
r?e are getting any return for o\ir investment
«
Thirdly, our church schools, and even our non-
religious ethical eocietiee, arc operated on the ease
assur^otlon that the right kind of knowledge produces
desirable caaractsr. This research has even nore bearing
on their peculiar problems because the development of
character Is so ouch larger a part of the enterprise of
religious and ethical organizations than of secular schools.
If certain kinds of knowledge do not favorably influence
character, then church schools, ethical societies, and all
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schools where ethics are taught by precept are very far
off the track in that ala. If knowledge of the right
does not lead to doing right, their whole system of In-
struction is misdirected; character is a ^ere ohance
product and could undoubtedly be produced core effec-
tively in some other way. If that ie the case, whatever
their efforts at Instruction say accor-clish, they do not
develop character, their chief aim, exceot incidentally.
Consider s-hat a tremendous waste in that case is being
ssade in instruction intended to develoo character.
'
foreov^r, if scientific research unholds the
present unscientific assumption that certain knowledge
influences character favorably, it does not follow that
the kinds of knowledge not? used are the best available.
In fact, it is hardly possible thnt we arc at present
using the beet available. This is probably true because
the different kinds have hardly ever been cccpared
experimentally or evaluated carefully as to their com-
parative effectiveness in producing the right kind of
character.
In times gone by, a favorite selection of material
for to religious instruction of children was the story of
Klijah and the bear3. (2 Mags 2:23-24). In this story,
children are rami shed for mocking a prophet by being torn
to pieces by bears. In recent years, a-ioarently by cosraon
consent, that story has been droned froa Sunday school
lesson books. Is it not likely that still some material
-6-
ooia&oal/ used it, aot the beot: ho.. t,.uoi. tiore eifective
wc oua r..u.:t iulljiwus uud etaleal tiHtlWiUli If we eaa
&sleet material, oa the basis of its efieotiYeoet& it: ia-
fiue.tci,^ eaaraeterj
ii.c xiau iCivwic^e iut.a.irtea «*forts to
a«vwlw.. Ci.aru.cter ii- uuui^ citoei otoicul or icli.;icui
.
ooaoe^ueatl/ religious aau otaicul muulcage are oeleeteu
fcr this stud/. 2ue relutiou of ohariiCter to totafttdge;
oi fetut*iC!iiU«ios, la.-^u^jo, ^igli.^., :.istor^ , «te. it aot
i.oluuca iu toi~ it search.
Ii a test oi ki.^ cuaa be u«jvifa«... ;vaioa i<cuid
correlate hijal/ wita such a iftall^g U aoaeoti, bu-iaess
MB could kuvu ©sail/ thousa..uc of dollars b^ olvIo^ iaj
o.ily ^er&o.iS whom toe toot showeu to bo ftoaeot, or b^
lceet)i diauo =c. t --..id doubtful ouec u^iu too/ v<ili have
little oo^ortuui t/ to be uisuoaeot. r, if eaolo^dis
could aave for tooir use a test ahiei. weld ex-relate
hijiilj ftita n n i Bl | eatloiliSlUJM, or »ito ouxefulaeos, toe
e^it^ oafc .. ijii t be ^laCud ia woiit where taeoe oaulifieo-
tio.iti are cot-uciali/ ia^or toat . it» tae ca..o ox toe
en$lo/ei , it makoo ao dilioieuee mother tuea; it auj
causal relative betaeon rfao.JLeije aad ouaracter so loug
-7-
as they are highly concomitant. To the teacher of
character, causal relation Is of first ipr-ortanee.
Before we turn to the next division of tils
suhject, 1 t It be clearly understood t? -.t the "ur-ore
is not to prove ©onethin-" hut to investigate something.
This research does not 3et out to establish the
validity of any of the tests used, or to establish
any correlation bettreen any of the three elessents
considered. The purr one i? rather to test the teste
nd Investl-Tato t:.olr significance.
It is necessary that the teros, knowledge,
intelligence, and character be clearly defined. That
intelligence is the thin - measured by the so-called
intelligence tests is not agreed upon by psychologists.
On the other hand, thnt they measure something fairly
definitely is reasonably clear. For a irking oasis,
it is here assuraod that intelligence tests do measure
Intelligence; or, if not, then the thin? studied here
is the unidentified, unnased thine* which those tests
neasure, "^hen intelligence Is mentioned on the
following pages, it aesns the thing measured by intel-
ligence tests. It ^ill be expressed In terrse of the
intelligence quotient, abbreviated "I.^.*
The I. . U found in the following rsanner.
"acb test used has been stand s.rdi zed: i.e. by testing
a great isany Individuals, the average score by ft. chill of
a given age has been determined . Therefore it Is said
thst a person who sake© a given score has a "cental age"
—8—
the sar:e as the chronological aga f the HIMWij child
^ho wakes th t sa-e score. For Instance, a child scores
123 on a certain test; reference to a table of averages
cho*.?s that IxZ is the average score made by children
12. 1 roars old. Therefore it is said that the nental age
of his child is 12.5 years. The I.q. is obtained by
dividing the rsental age by the chronological age. Sup-
pose this child 1 s chronological age was 11.3 years. Then
12 5his I.Q. would bo ^ , which equalB 1.11, ccrmonly
. rltten for this purpose 111. An I.Q. of 100 is juct
average. Anything under 100 is below average; anything
above 100 is above average. The definition of the I.Q.
is t ; ratio of the rsental age to the chronological age.
Religious knowledge includes ethical, or moral
knowledge. '"?oc->ndly it deludes kno-r "".edge of Christian
religious conception- such as are designated as theology.
Thirdly, it includes knowledge of the sacred Scriptures
of Christianity, the Bible, "horeas reli-ious ^norrledge
is a ffsore ir.clu'dve ters, only that part of It which is
taught either negatively or positively by the Christian
churches is included in this study. Principles, ideals,
the exercise of Judgment, and the knowledge of right
and wrong are all a part of religious knowledge as under-
stood here.
Character is difficult to define. It has been
used in many different senses. The author adopts tlie
definition given by Poffenberger ( 89. o336). Character
9-
is "oerely an expression for the sun total of ...... s-aya of
behaving.* It ought to be borne in asind that character
is not itself a unit, but is conposed of a great rrany
units. 80 one has yet discovered what any unit of
character in. Character is not necessarily good, but ssay
be judged either good or bad.
10-
CHAPTEH II.
wpat mn mm dose iu trib IHSB
In the field of intelligence teetinm, a vast
acount of ork has already been lone. The list of
standardised intelligence teste w$th a high coefficient
of rel! bility is very lengthy. A few of the beet will
be listed below (p. 55) as used for obtaining data on the
subjects studied here. The standard is etill an individual
tc^t devised by n inet, a Frenchman. The validity of
other tests is measured by their correlation ~ith ^ineVs
test. Host of the available intelligence tests are not
administered indlvidu lly like Mnet*8, but are
administered to a rrholo croup simultaneously, with jrcat
economy of tloe.
The work on intelligence terts is so extensive
and so t?ell known that it would not be timely in this
thesis to take space for an account of it. The reader
who would pursue the literature of this subject is
referred to the books listed under the head of Intelligence
In the bibliography.
The teetin' of relimious knowledge Is In a r-uch
less developed stage, but the experlnente have been very
numerous. Few satisfactory tents of this kind could be
discovered when selecting one for tMn study. Sone of
the best are listed in the bibliography under Religious
Fnowledge. Since this research was commenced, the ^lles-
-11-
Ransoa fhinday School Examination Alpha has been revised
and standardized, and nubllehed in
two forme. A typical question froa that test is the t&t*>
losing:
*8. i?hen Joseph ruled over F.gypt, he
_____
made the people rake* bricks without straw.
.
bought up corn for hibeelf
.
ruled wisely.
'
let t. c ptftSg&S starve.*
Tentative norms have been established for each cart of
the test. Its three parts cover a cider mace of
religious knowledge than sny other test known to the
author.
Sary T. ^hitley has produced carefully adjusted
forrasof Biblical tests. The following is a typioal
quection froa one of these:
"52. Vov can a man be born when he is old? Lazarus,
Nathaniel, fTicodenus, Paul.*
Hartshorne and **ay have developed extensive
tests for ethical judgment or a knowledge of rirht and
wrong. The forra of quentions is very varied. Sartple
Questions •?! 1 be found in Tart l ir of the Knowledge Test
used in tMs research and included in the Appendix. A
type of question not shown there is quoted here. The
subject is to indicate by numbers inserted at the right
which- of the words expresses the best and rsbicl the worst
consequence of the word at the extreme left.
•1. Cheating 1 courage 2 forgery 3 mtcast
4 wealth 5 ooverty (!?...) (""...)"
The author knows of no test for religious
conceptions noif on the market. By "religious concoctions-
is here meant what is sosetises known as theology, or
nan*e relations to Cod; this is in distinction to
ethics shich deals srlth stan*© relation to hie felloe
neiw In the broader sense, religion includes both.
The best published test of religious conceptions in
this narrower sense that has been discovered by the
author is one by Clara F. and Laura i*. Chaseell
(94, 95) i A question is too Ions *o quote here in
full, but a part of a question is given:
"2. What It the pumoce of the Heir Testament?
To tell about the be^lnnlnr of the Christian church.
To ehosr hot? Cod sras revealed to nan in Jesus Christ.
To show hois our sins say be forgiven " (34)
The subject is to 9*&k Ms first, second, and third
choices for beet anssrers.
An especially interesting forn of ethical
iuitpent test has been devised by Clara F» and SIla B.
Chassell (90), entitled "Teat of Ability to "cirh Fore-
seen Conseaueuces.* A story is told, involving the
description of a situation in which an ethical choice
nust be nade. Probable consequences are listed anl the
individual being tested is to rsark the consequences
desirable or undesirable according to hie opinion. Tren
he gives his decision as to T7hich course is on the rr" ole
aore desirable. The test is sore instructive tl an nost
tests; consequently it is rather long and tine-consua!ng;
Hunbers in parentheses refer to the references so
nunbered in the bibliography.
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it sacrifices speed In testing in exchange for additional
i.-r tractive v.luc.
Clara F. Chassell haa prepared a type of
religious knowledge test called M Parable Interpretation
Test." (73) A parable is road frora the TUble. Kt the
completion of the reading of a parable, one or rsore
nultiple-choice questions are asked. This is an
instructive type of test like the proceeding, but it
.-sight be found to measure ability to do school work,
rather than previous knowledge of religion.
*A Hurvey of Public e-inion on none Fellgious
and Econosic Issues", also called "The Watson Teot of Public
Opinion" by 0. B. Watson (84) is a variety of the ethical
juJgsaent teste. The test appears to have a reliability
in the deterain tion of tao ^ross score of .96, according
to the author* s own statement. This ie a high degree of
reliability. The test has been tentatively standardized,
so that norms are established with which a given person's
score can be compared. Such standardisation adds greatly
to its value for use with scattered groups. The test
stimulates thot and discussion of questions over which
there is nuch popular prejudice and lack of falr-nlndedness.
k small book from the sane author (22), entitled "The
Measure: v:-nt of Fair-rdndednees", vhich is a full discission
of the test increases Its value 3till sore.
Studies in the rcrvnuremcnt of character nay be
divided conveniently into two grouos, subjective and
-14-
objective. By "objective testes", I mean those In r?hich
the effect of personal jodgment has been n' T iliiiiiHI or
reduced to a sinimum. Letters of recoasendation are a
familiar fore of "Subject ive" estimate of character, not
ordinarily .vorthyto be called a measurement of character.
Subjective types say be divided Into self- rat in,? .CO I rstiag
by others. Objective typee may be divided into tests
which record actual behavior in a controlled situation,
an.I tose which are really ethical judgment tests or eons
other kind of test not involving an actual moral choice,
but -hich are believed to indicate character.
1. Objective tests which record actual be-
havior in a controlled situation reill be considered first.
In the Indiana Survey (12) -numerous experiments acre cade
by Paul F. Voelkvr in tenting trustworthiness. . Home were
abandoned as unsuccessful. there oroved to be valuable
and in the sane or sisilar fors have been used since by
others- Borne ich are capable of wide variation and
adaptation to many situations are here described*
"The Overstatement Test." The subjects, individu-
ally interviewed, are asked five quectior.s, loading up to
the significant question, which ir aliec an overstatement.
For Instance, the significant question night be, "Did you
receive 95 in your arithmetic examination?" Unknown to
the subjects, the examiner has ascertained the actual marks.
The subject is scored from to 10 according to whether he
accents the overstatement or corrects It.
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"The Cardboard Test.* Each subject is given
identical cardboards on each of ^i.ich are five tiny
circles arranged on the circumference of a larger circle.
Each is asked to close hie eyes and so place a mark in
each of the five circles. He is given five trials. The
feat is laooeelble to accomplish. Hence if a subject
succeeds, he has reeled,
"The Completion Test.* A sheet of parser is
folded once, makin? thus four pages. On page 1 are soaje
incomplete sentences to be completed. T>ag« 2 is blank.
Page 3 lp coated finely rrith oaraflne. On page 4 are
printed the nentences correctly cocol-ated. The subject
takes the test with page 1, ^nly, visible. Then he opens
the folder so that nages 1 and 4 arc both face up. He
corrects his work hltsoelf. */hat be has srritten without
cec in* the correct answers lias been recorded in the
parafine on page 3. If he changes his answers after
seeing the correct ones, the cheating is evident by
comparing pages 1 and 3, after the papers have been
collected.
All of these tests are capable of wide
variation. But it is essential that the subjects be
ignorant of the real nature of the test, and ignorant
of these devices for testing. If the subject is properly
unaware, these procedures afford a far eore accurate
scoring as to honesty than any subjective opinion.
?'any clever objective performance teste have been
1>
devieed and used by Voelker and others.
May mid Hartshome have developed a scale
for -measuring deceit. (47) They devised a series of
objective performance tests for dishonesty, or
cheating* In so?se tests, it tras such easier to cheat
than in others. For instance, in order to cheat in
one test, iscrely checking an additional rord was all
that MS necessary. Tn soee tests, pencils were used
to sake chesting by erasing easy. At the other end
of the scale of difficulty, in order to c.eat, it was
necessary to erase a circle whieh had been written in
ink, and add another. The last mentioned test was
ostensibly an Information test. The Thorndike-* TcCall
Reading Scale was used for one. In this, pencils were
used. Cheating necessitated ohan~ing one or nore fiords
and adding answers. The exact 4ueetionc are unimportant,
as many different kinds of tests can be used in the
same way; little depends on what the test is ostensibly,
bo Ion? as the subject does not knor that he is being
tested for honesty. *?hen the subjects have completed
the test, the papers are collected and exact co-ies are
sirde. ' The next day, t; ey are distributed ar^ain and the
-u-ils told to correct their oim parers. Any dica/rree-
nent with the cooy is therefore a case of cheating.
These tests were evaluated; figures nerc
calculated to express their relative difficulty. The
er ?eritnent proved very satisfactory in -ost respects.
The authors stated their belief that similar performance
-17
scales could be constructed to aeaeure other behavi#§
tendencies.
Rauhenheimer (36, p. 36-37} experimented with
certain t-o ovyr-stateaenl tests, of 40 questions each.
They did not separata the highest from the lowest quartile
la the sar-.o school. But he claims t.V;t they will dis-
criminate between the highest quartile of
-.-n average (or
above average) school and a reform school -roup.
Cady (36, p. 43) claims for his refinement of
the nee? in.- technique, described above (p. 15 ) as the
Cardboard Test", that it will discriminate between
delinquent and non-delinquent groups.
2. Objective tests which are really tests of
knowledge, or judgtaent, or ideals, or performance, but
<,?hicb are believed to indicate character without a esoral
choice actually being ttr.de. This class of tests "ill be
discussed later (p. 22) under the heading of "The
Relation of Knowledge to Character*, because such
mtaeuresentB have to be compared cith sokc otlier measure
of c r cter to establish their validity.
3. Subjective tests, (better know, as character
ratings), of one nerson by another.
In this field, the rost extensive M£ft has been
done by Clara F. Chassell, psychologist of TTorace ''ann
School, and 5'iegried Upton, fifth grade teacher of the
sawe school. (53, 54) with intensive thoron^ss, they
prepared charts for the use of teachers in rating pupils
13-
in Qualities of good citizenship. The charts contained
items like the following: »S Does not sulk ox aasser*
back gMn reproved." The number at the left giveti the
relative weight assigned to the item. Other items say
be found quoted in the Character Analysis in the
Appendix.
Their charts seemed to have too many iteae for
Tride use. iSoreover, for une in a public school, the
chart must be moral rather than religious. Accordingly
a revision adapted to use in church schools -Tat? under-
taken by Joseahlne T». Baldwin (25). She introduced MM
distinctly religious items, and by the onicsion of come
items, reduced the total number of items to 62.
The original authors with the collaboration
of Laura B. Ghaosell refined the chart still further by
dividing it into eight short citizenship scales (54).
These they evaluated carefully. They found no differences
between the sexes (I.e. p6S) . The coefficient of
correlation between ratinge by different scales on ths
same pupils averaged .395. The variation between .
ratings by one scale and by the other seven was with the
exception of one scale only 1-4*. This makes it possible
to us© different scales in ranking this lie with fair
accuracy if they are ranked by the game teacher. But
•
those authors add: "As night be anticipated, the
variation between medians for individual teachers
is in some instances very great." (I.e. a.GH) Tow great
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that variation is they do not state. The ratings by
PWlll* and by teachers correlate .50 (I.e. p.69). This,
alas, is the difficulty! Their results are corroborated
by the present author* s experiments on both points
(agreement betneon ccalen arid variation between teachers)
as fully discussed later (a. 57). They cossent: "Until
motives can be taken into account, the etost Important
aspect of character dovelopsoiit resains unmeasured* •
{I.e. This they attempted to do in a "Test to
Ueigb Foreseen Consequences". 190)
hn interesting study of character rating VM
ma e by Slasson (51) fror; w.ich he reoorts that long
acquaintance with a person is not necessary to sake a
good judge. The reliability of a judge ' s judgment
increases srith days and treeks, but when years of
acquaintance are added, the reliability of a judge decreases
again. m other words one ssay knosr a person too vrell
to give a fair rating of his character.
Downey (29, o. 313-7) states chat she believes
to be tw qualities of a good judge of character. (1)
"Prasatie sake-up which enables one to catch the spirit
of the crosd and play up to it; (.2) "Innate interest in
personality types motivated possibly by estrooe intro-
version".
Poffenberger elaiss (89, p. £32) that a good
judge of a trait ne ds to possess the trait in question
himself , but need not have a high degree of Intelligence.
B0»
A very brief scale Intended as a report c-rd
is the • Character Chart and School Record", published
by the Character "ducat ion Institution, (Chevy Chare),
^ash ir.frton, D. C. 3one iter-p, are not very clearly
stated and under sor.e heads ttso or nore similar traits
are co inod aa one. In all, there are 27 Hens. Tills
vrould seen very inadequate. But the study by Upton and
Chascell suggests the probability of obtaining about the
saee results frozs such a brief rating scale as froa a
rrvore elaborate scale.
Various schools have prepared a great variety
of rating scales for their own use. For instance, Boston
Hornal Art School has such a rating scale. It is used
as a reconr.endation blank. Each applicant for admission
Kust gpH seven oersone sho know I: Iff! sell to rate hiss
on tl.in nc le. He far an the author knows, no evaluation
of such scales has been Bade and published*
Viany attests have been nade to devise
physiological tests of character by instruments seseurlng
-ladular activities, blood preeeurc, etc. Up to the
present tice, they 4~ive good results under sone circus-
stances but cannot be relied upon to ~lvc tue eace results
under differing conditions. There nay be a very important
future for such teste.
It seers very strange that in a thesis of this
sort, there should be occasion to mention such subjects
aa phrenology, pbyslognoray, palnlstry, rrrasbolopy and
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charaeter "analysis" by physical traits such ao the color
of the hair. The persistent popular credence of t?;ese
net! ode Rakes their mention tlr.ely. Sosething probably
can be determined by handwriting as used by Downey la
her fftll-Testperaeent feet (29) briefly discussed by
Kitson {44 p. 176). But the things oh lob are popularly
olaiaed to he revealed by handwriting are absurdities.
"Character analysis* la the popular tmy by physical
traits Is pure absurdity. (Kiteon Ch. 5, especially p* 78).
"Character analysis" as used repeatedly in this thesis
aeans something entirely different as sill be explained
In the chapter on Procedure and can be seen from the
character analysis blank appended.
One story will sua up the situation recording
these absurd popular Methods. A vice-presiaent of a bank
| oke i'oressively of his faith in a certain character
reader '*fho predicted when he was sir years old that be
would marry a sc-Esan between five and six feet in height,
a blond. It had cose true, and he thot it very re&arkable
since it had been predicted so early. Of course, the
chances that he would Barry a blond were practically fifty-
fifty. "Sien asked shut tho chances were that he sould
marry a wosan not between five and six feet In height,
he confessed that he had never thot of that. This only
goes to shop that even vice-presidents of banks nay be
very credulous and fallible. Co long: as there are people
so gullible, phrenology, palmistry, etc. will flourish.
But these practises are absurd. They have no scientific
foundation whatever,
4. Subjective character tests or ratings by
the subject himself. Almost any scale used by one person
to rate another can be used to rate oneself. Chassell
and Upton so used one or rore of their charts. The
"Iowa Plan Character Tests, * and "^elf-^easurement "c len
for Children* are intended for ouch use. They Tere issued
by the Character Education Institution, ^achin^ton, n. c.
But they have been abandoned fox that rurr>osc, because
it has bean found that, as one trould esr-ect, children are
inoaoablo of rating thenselves.
A very interesting seals of this fcind is
entitled *#f Christian quart in Individual Cro-th." (103)
It is arranged on a five-point scale, t?itb 29 items. The
points are very specifically defined for such a scile,
which adds greatly to its v lue. One Ites is quoted as
an illustration.
1. Bad 2. Poor 3. Medium 4. Good 5. Excellent
bodily Hlov- List- Fairly Graceful An influ-
ao^ear- enly, lees, erect -nd at ease. ence over
ance slouchy Often and at-
1 rect and others in
untidy tractive trell -personal
rrroomed. abearance
Further soace con not be Tiven to consideration
of this fcind of rating scales, interesting and valuable
ae they say be. Their value lies principally la stinulatlng
individuals to ntrive to ~ro\? in character, to overcome
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bad habite and to develop good habits. In this way,
their value say becone rex? great. They have no value,
however, for the purpose of this research, which seeks
a geasure of character, reliable for the eoeparison of
one individual with another.
sfe cone no? to a consideration of what has
been done by way of studying the relation bctr?een the
three divisions of this, thene,—knowledge, intelligence,
and character.
Knowledge and Character .
Voelker (12) nakes sorae ircortant findings
regarding the relation between ethical knowledge
(ideals and attitudes* )and cnaraeter (or "conduct"). he
says, "there are a nusber of facte br a- t out in the
ex erir :.t t: t sees to warrant the conclusion that
ideals and attitudes perfons an important function in the
control of human conduct,* (I.e. p. 94}
These bear so directly upon our theme, that
they fire summarized rather fully* The evidence for the
above conclusion is this:
(1) Groups which have been subjected to "cout
training (which emphasizes trustworthiness) have a higher
average of trustworthiness than t ; ose groups
which have not been thus subjected.*
(2) After an interval of about 7 weeks, in which
the experimental groups sere instructed in honesty, they
were tested again by sir.ilar tests. In the eeconi test,
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these grouos averaged 10-14< higher thnn when first
tested. Tills Is in I ite of trie fact that the second
series of tests appeared to be sore difficult froei
the fact that the control groups (not especially
instructed in trust-worthiness Jurinf the interval)
averaged 8-104 lower than on the first series. The
actual ~ain by Instruction appears to be 18-24^.
(3) The correlation between the scores in the
first series of tests and the second series was .63 in
one control group and «S5 in the other. This Indicates
that the two series measured the same thin^. That the
correlation between the t*o series was much lower in the
groups instructed shows that the lcprovenent was due to
the instruction.
In apparent contrast to Vbelke^s results are
the results obtained by Fartshome and 'Jay (40). They
found that in schools where there were certain organizations
whose purrose was openly the practice of xoxal habits,
the sneabere sosrtieses cheated store than the non-sieabers.
hess often there was not significant difference between
rtenbere and non-EC^bers. In a few instances, sexbers
^ere less deceptive than non-^essbers. The reward for
-ract icing*' -oral habits was advance In rani. Sor.'otiaes
the higher the rank of the sesber, the more he cheated.
What was the explanation? They equated two
groups in 1 socio-economic level and intelligence, one
group froa a rrivate school, tie other from a public
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school. The regain in
; !i.fference seeded to ho one of
method of Instruction, discipline, etc. The private
school ^rou": -roved less deceptive than the oubllo
school group. Two public school?? w--?re then ev—ared.
One school had freer methods like the rivate school, the
other -mblic school had less progressive rsethods. The
two groups were equated in hooe background. On testing,
It trie found that the group fross the school ^Ith the
freer, more progressive methods wis less decent 1vs. This
was not proof, but a etron~ indication that the more
progressive nethods encouraged honesty ^ore than the less
pro *reesive rsetbode. It <?ould suggest that in Voelker'e
groups, the methods ersployed ?*ere of the more desirable
The conclusions of Fartsborne and May are
valuable for teachers and all who are trying to develop
bona sty in children. They axe here quoted? (1) *3hen
dishonesty la rewarded, dishonesty is practiced; (2)
sore verbal -promises to be honest and verbal formulations
of the ideal of honesty do not produce general honest
habits; and (3) fundamental change? in the school
procedure whichpersit the exercise of initiative and self
judgment and change the traditional hostile attitude
between pupil and teacher to one of cooperation, cay tend
to eliminate dishonest practices in school wo*9U- (40 p.4).
Later, Partshorne and "ay (18b) compared the
scores obtained on a battery of seven ethical knowledge
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tests v?lth teachers* conduct ratings of the subjects
tested. The siedlan score in knowledge of those
obtaining A In conduct aho^edno si<rnifIcint lifference
In oor-aarison rr5 th the median scores of those obtaining
only B, or D in conduct. So far as subjective
jud^Fient by teachers
-n oneerned, these results indicate
the absence of any relation between roral knowledge and
con luet ( character)
.
Following thie up, (18b) thev correlated the
results of objective performance tests for cheating
*?lth the sua of six of the seven tests Just mentioned,
ffet coefficient of correlation was -.537. Equalizing
Intelligence In ti e group by martial correlation, intel-
li -anee proved to be a e-all factor; the correlation
between knowledge and oerforsance regained -.402, confirning
other studies of this question. In other words, the
-roater the noral knowledge, the less the cheating , or
the greater the honesty*
In their Fifth Article, the results obtained
call In question the previous Indications. "General moral
knowledge as measured by the tests described, and the
.
specific behaviors classified as deception -ire only slightly
related..." (Ire, p.622) *hat slight relation is Indicated
favors the increase of
honesty with the increase of knowledge, as before.
"
*Ap varently the coral knowledge scores are duo to other
factors than those m
\
ch determine the behavior scores.*
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(I.C., p«330) They selected elements from the tests
nhich diserinirv-ted quite successfully between the
honest and. dishonest individuals in certain groups.
But trhen t.:ese elements were used in testing other groups,
the ddscrininatioa eras too such reduced to be significant.
The response of dishonest individuals was fairly consistent
in different groups, but tLe resronse of honest individuals
differed from group to
.
roup. There seems to be a
definite relation between moral knowledge and honesty,
out the relation seems small. The fact that honest indi-
viduals did not register the sar-e response in different
groups, suggests that such factors as "cultural differences*
are sore significant in determining conduct f ar- is
knowledge,
Weber (64) has aade a study of the ethical
knowledge of reformatory tronen. For a test of kno-rlci je,
they used a list of bad practices pre- -red and experimented
«itb by Prolan (13), The bad practices were ranked by
reformatory wcssen by the ease procedure as by soae college
#onen. He found no difference between the ranks assigned
bad practices by the two widely different groups. The
apparent inference is th;t ethical judanent is no neasure
of conduct or character. Other factors present nay
obsoure a relation between ethical judgeent and c nracter.
Persing (62) tried to test honesty by test
in which the objects told what they would do in situations
involving h nesty. He found no agreement between g at they
—<jr—
said they would do, and actual performance. Thiscorrob-
orates the Inference in the oreeeeding paragraph,
Woodrow (58) devised a picture teet of character.
The subject selected olotures on the basis of his pre-
ference. The scores obtained gave correlations ranging
from .38 to .43 with their character ratings.
Lentz (61) evaluated a battery of toots to
determine their efficiency in separating del in meats
An non-Jeliuquents. By i iipillmijHm with a group
which sas stamped by court Drooedure as deficient in
character, he avoided the " ~t difficult nrobler, that of
tieaourln z character. Ason^ t o teste used was a tost
(original) for home background, the Pressey "ross rut
Test (91) and the ^oh*s Ethi'a,! Oiscrisination Test (81).
"e found t: at cone tests were slightly sore sffieant
that others, But rsest of thes showed a positive difference
with one group, but a negative difference with sons other
groups, which results invalidated thea. Soae of the tests
showed a persistent difference in the standard deviations
and averages of ti e c.:ntrastln-- groups, but the present
author is of the opinion that none of the tests he experi-
mented rdth can be said to separate the delinquent fros
the non-delinquent in anywhere nearly satisfactory fashion.
The two gr uas overlap in their scores abundantly. The
©ost that can be claimed is that in aone of the tests or
a cosbination of tests the highest scores eliminate the
delinquents and the lowest scores ellcinate the non-
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delinquents. Thruout s?ost of the range, "both delinquents
find non-delinquents are frequent,
Character and Intelll-rcnce.
"urchison has recently male a study of the
intelligence of crlr.ir.aie. Be adtfinstered Aray Alpha
tents to inaates of prisons. Briefly, he found that the
criminals average higher than the arey, in intelligence.
The artry, at the tise the testing considered ear -one,
*as a drafted arsy and so represented all classes and
kinds of able-bodied man. iaircUson also found that the
first offenders srare less intelligent than the recidivists.
He believed that the most intelligent criminals of all
srere not apprehended and put into prison. This is not
subject to proof. But it in reasonable, nd if true,
criminal intelligence Is higher even than his neasure-
nents indicate.. The significance of Lie study for
present purposes is that in the ?rroups he studied, there
is a negative correlation betseen character and intelligence.
In contrast to this, fiartshome said in a
lecture on March £8, 1329, at Massachusetts Agri cultural
College, that there ras a persistent correlation between
honesty and intelli ~ence. There is not necessarily a
contradiction between these tt?o statements, for **urchison
was speaMas of a selected group, or class.
In one of their experiments, Hartshome and Hay
(13b) found a correlation of -.392 between cheating and
intelligence. Objective perforwee tests sere used to
determine the tendency to cheat. In other ^ords, the
Ires intelligent appeared on the whole to cheat sore;
and the fore intelligent, to cheat less. But equating
e»or&l knowledge by partial correlation rer.oved this
difference,— in fact, reversed it slightly,— indicating
that it was noral knowledge which orevented the bri -\ter
pupils fros cheating; and that if their knowledge were
the sat^e, the bri -htcr ones t?ould cheat nore. This ^as
not, however, the usual result of the studies of these
experimenters.
The great pioneer in th!e field of testing,
Binct, was Interested in the tieasuretiest of character
as well ae of Intellicence. He attesroted to find
indications of character in hr;i-dwritin?r, but was unsuc-
cessful. The tests worked out by Downey (39) usod hand-
writing to a considerable extent. She seens to have
succeeded to a considerable extent in accomplishing what
Pinet had attempted earlier. According to Foffenterger
her tests constitute "the only attest to create a general
character teste to date" (1927) (09, 33S) Sncnasia ought
to be placed on the s-ord *general *. In the handwriting
test, the subject is instructed to srrite first in his
•usual style and speed*; then as fast as possible; then
as slowly as possible; then with eyes closed. Other
variations are employed in the directions for writing.
The tests also include a self description of
character by checking adjectives, and i true-false
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nersory test. Fron t..ese data a "will-profile" is
constructed, being a graph of different characteristics
such as inertia, speed , aotor impulsion, "ability to
hold back", etc. 9he reports {29, 276) a correlation
of .22 bet-seen the score of ease of her tests and ~upil*s
grades in school subjects. (The grades correlated .40
with a Thoxndike intelligence exa-in tion.) "hen scores
on ti.e Will-Temocrasent test were combined with the
intelligence scores, the correlation of the conooolte
ocore with the school grades ran .554.
Later with a co— orhor (30) c: e pahlished the
results of investigations of the reliability of the ~ill-
Teraperasont Tests. Sight of then have a reliability of
.80 or tsore.
jfooi* ieofre and I a tel 11: enoe .
In an article (So) on the validity of her teats,
Downey obtained corroi -itions with intelligence in aucerous
tests below .20; in numerous tects it is above .20, the
highest being .538. This certainly seems to reduce the
factor of intelligence to a desirably low point. In one
experiment, it is found that some of these tests "have
some differential value so far at? delinquent and non-
deliquent girls of the specified age are concerned.
"
(30, p. 597) The plains are r^odest but the tests
seen to
contain ~uch rronise.
Rartshome and "ay (18b) found the relation
between scores on objective knowledge tests and intelligence
to be very varied according to the test. The
coefficient
of corral- lion of twelve such tests vrith intelligence
ranged from .145 to ,885. On further analysis cowc of
the tests anp©ar to be largely intelligence teste rather
than knosrleage teste. Tot ear-e which costs to tost
knowledge rsther than Intelligence saintain a ->erslctent
correlation with intelligence and. age, suggesting t:.it
knowledge of what to do in a situation involving ethical
alternatives ie a function of both intelligence arid
experience (age). "An unselected population yields a
coefficient of at least .50 between srental age and the
ability to give mature answers to the questions in the
tests." (18c)
fhamcary .
There is such a nass of natcriai froc experiments
already performed alon~ this line that it seers -virth while
to summarize thea briefly.
As to intelligence tests, there are may that
have been standardized and show a high ds Tee of
reliability, often ~ith an index of reliability of .90
or over.
There are few published tests of religious ideas.
T?one of the^ so far as the author can discover has been
standardized. Objective Biblical tests are not numerous.
A f r; have been standardized. The ethical objective tests
that have been standardized are very numerous. Some of
then: show a high degree of reliability, .90 or over.
A considerable manner of objeotive performance
tests of character have been devised, "oet of then teet
soae variety of honesty. Some are very satisfactory,
and othx»rs are less so. Among object 1vc tests,—not per-
formance, but indicative of character,
—a lnrge number
shoi* a high degree of reliability, but little validity.
That is, some measure something well but are Bet citable
of singling out the honest fros the dishonest, the unsel-
fish froH the selfish, etc. f'ost of t? ese are some kind
of knowledge tests. Subjective c -ractor ratings have
undergone several refinements, but are still not very
reliable. Subjective character ratings by tie subjects
therrolvos are wholly unreli .hie and n^t worthy of
consideration as tests or measuring devices.
numerous tests of ethical knor ledge show &
difference between the averages of delinquents and non-
delinquents. A nunber of thee correlate soae^hat with
character ratings or objective perforsar.ee tests of
character. The aajorlty of the evidence favors a ftnall,
positive correlation between ethical knowledge and
character. There is disconcerting evidence sor.etines
to the contrary. Religious concept lone and Biblical knowl-
edge do not appear to have been studied in their relation
to character.
There is conflicting evidence in regard to the
relation between character and Intel llgonce. Like
knowledge, but to a lesser degree, intelligence aeons to
correlate positively with e: meter. Poffenberger (S9,p.314)
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suna up the researches in this relation bv saying that
there is a correl tion usually of about .40. To the
author, this seene to be eetinated too high.
The relation of ethical knowledge and intel-
ligence see^e to be very varied accord lag to the test.
This orohably seans that ncm* teste ostensibly of
knowledge test Intel licence largely; while others are
nore nearly pure knowledge teste, "lien the evidence is
sifted, there are indications that intelligence is a
factor in the knowledge of right and srrong.
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CBAPTSR in.
PROCEDURE
The selection of teste to be used was the
first step in coPE-.oncing tr.e actual Investigation,
"early all of the pupils who seeded to be available
for test in* were in public schools where lutein -ence
teets ha J already been given ther,. To administer
Intelligence teste to such as haj already been recently
tested for intelligence seened si nly a duollc tion of
work, and wasteful. The very slight increase in
j ccuraey which might be gained in some cases by taking
a second neasuro&ent to average with t;m first did not
seer, to contain enough prooiss to saake it at all worth
vrhile. In sone cares, ttro measurements were already
available. The difference between taese two aeasureoents
of the sane individuals was usually insignificant*
Consequently the intelligence quotients used in this
study are aortly those obtained fron the public schools*
The Intelligence tests used include the
following* Otis Oroup Intelligence Ceale, Advanced
Examination, 1021 revision, World Book (Ton- any
Ternum Oroup Test of Kental .Ability, for grades 7 to 12.
!7orld !*ook Co any
Detroit Intelligence Tests, Advanced Test, ft lie School
Publiehin Co-^any
Otanford-Binet Test
Army Aloha
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Haggerty Intelligence Examination, Delta 2
National Intellicence Teet
For tLe neasurement of the second factor
of this study,
— namely, religious knowledge, —
numerous teste *. ere considered. A list of them will be
found In th* Bibliography. A teet entitled "Sunday
School elxanlnr tion Alpha* by Wittier L. Fanson t?as
chosen. A copy will be found in the Appendix. This test
is of the wiltiple-choice type with four rosrible snepers
for each question. It is divided Into three parts, of
twenty-five questions each. The first covers as sell
as possible in so fet? questions, and in an elementary
forr., the whole of the Old Testament. In the second part,
the questions likewise cover the whole of the Hew
Testaaent. The t ird deals with "ethical judgment."
•' ue rtlons of honer-ty, tho duty of service, the psychological
basis of ethics, f imess, courtesy, definition of terse,
•and attitude toward wrong in others are anon.* the subjects
toucred upon.
Another test of twenty- five questions vraa added
to the above mentioned questions as Part IV. Part IV
deals with ethical judgment or "ethical knowledge* as
does P«*t III. But Part TV contains no questions that
are exactly of the nulti-jle-choice tyr>e. Soete of thes
nrc true-false statements. Sorce of ther, are questions of
vocabulary. The renainder are statements of situations
in which so-so principle of honesty lr Involved. The
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persons examined are asked to Indicate whether the
act described in the situation is right, excusable or
v/rong. All of the twenty-five mentions in Part IV
vrere intended to test honesty* Host of the twenty- five
were co-oiled froe tests used by T'artshornc and Fay in
their research previously referred to. They had found
the questions quoted fros thens to be sose^at si>Tnificant
in separating, honest fros dishonest Individuals. The
number of questions in this Fart ?ras aade up to twenty-
five by eorae original questions.
Still another kind of kno^led^e ^hich sl~ht
influence character largely was not adequately covered
by these questions just described. Religious conceptions
rvere hardly touched upon. Therefore twenty-five t:ore
que st ions <srere added to the battery of tests, as Part ?
of the knowledge tests. The questions in this last
;7,rouo were all to be answered by underlining "Yes" or
* TIo" to indicate the subject* s opinion. They dealt with
the conception of Ood, iianortality, reward and punishment,
prayer, etc. Thin oade a total of one hundred and twenty-
five questions dealing with some kind of religious
knowledge.
In the say of nensurin- e'.-racter, sons kind
vg b subjective scale was ^referred. Objective
oerfoxnance tests would be mm exact, but a great
number would be required to measure iany different
traits. For those two reasons, a subjective ratine
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scale «ss chosen. A subjective scale could include a
number of aspects of character, and Its accuracy could
be increased by obtaining two or t : ree ratings by
different judges on each subject.
The r?oet outstanding work that has been done
on scales of this kind is that of Gha3sell and Upton,
previously discussed (pl7). Accord lnglyfron the
numerous itess on their scales a few of the most
'nr.- ortfu:t were selected. A few rsoro t?ere selected fros
the adaption of their scale by Baldwin. These pith
some orinin&l itesis mde a total of 50. (See copy in
Appendix). The coronation was entitled, "Character
Analysis.'1
On the Chaesell-Upton "calo-c, each subject
is rated on each itess by a scale of to 3. This scale
was «od ifled by adding 4 to the tapper en* 6f the scale,
co as to have a.ne figure represent an average. Thus
a score of 2 represented average attainment; repre-
sented decided deficiency; 4 stood for superior
behavior; scores 1 and 3 represented below average and
above average respectively. The directions instructed
a judge to omit an item if he had *no way whatever of
jgflfiag* it.
All itess were so stated that the highest
score would be the nost desirable. For instance,
instead of an iteo reading, "Chows tendency to cheat in
examination, • it reads "Oan be trusted not to cheat in
flflltflBftQWWi* This, it me tftot -.rould be less confusing
to the iudges.
The studies and experiments of others have
demonstrated the superiority of this kind of a scale
over sosse other types. Chap. 15) An absolute scale
makes the scores by different teachers comparable, as
they would not be if each teacher marked the highest
in hSa nrr-nip 1, an.! ranked the others in order belossr
his. These sould- be comparable only if each teacher
(judge) rated the sane individuals. Other experimenters
have found the assignment of grades better than si-"ly
checking or a list of adjectives, those ©hich describe
the individuals belag rated. Another advantage of the
Character Analysis is th -t the items are for the most
part specific. For instance, there is no ites reading
elaply, Honestj oae ites is *Can be trusted with aoney,"
nd tnere are other similarly specific itess all of
»hicb are matters of honesty. Other experimenters have
found that this add* to the reliability which can be
obtained by such an in truant. Since t^ls investigation
was launched, a number of iasroversents have been devised.
But at the tlae, it s?as about the best procedure which
had been worked out.
The individuals tested do not represent such a
variety as was hor;ed for- Efforts were ssde to obtain
remission to administer thee in three reform schools,
but they all failed. The reason ?iven sac that their
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pupils sould not know anything about the subject natter
in the knowledge test! That Is an interesting coranentary!
Insiates of refon:: schools knot? nothing about religious
The groups on which data ??ers scoured trere
twelve church school
-roups and one college group* This
«ws ' ore homogeneous than was desired. The subjects
ranged in age froa ten to twenty- t..-c. All but the college
group aud one church school group trere tested unier the
tinulus of prizes offered in a contest, 111 III fl 1111 till by
the Religious Education Committee of Hampshire "ast
Association of Congregational Churches. A prize xx%e
offered to the school «hlch averaged highest, arid first
r,nd second prise to the individuals who scored hi -host
and next to highest* 75^ of the enrolment of en.ch school
between the ages of 10 and 22 Inclusive 9 to participate.
This was for the nur-osee of the contest to prevent a
school froE e.. taring only t tear, of its best pupils. It
resulted in a less selective group, whl4H is valuable for
the purposes of this research* The prizes gave both
individual and gfBgp stiaulus. The I: Hvi "u-1 stirrulus
nust have been eonparatively wea£ for the y-ungor pupils,
•rho stood little c \ --nee of winning; but for all partiel-
cants, tnere was the group stiaulus to sake their school
mke a good slowing in co orison sdth other schools and
win the ^10- prize.
In all but one of t. e eleven schools e: taring
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the contest, the teets were adclnisted on the aase day.
The author was able to be present to adri .lcter fcbfi teets
to one group in the or.test and to one other church school
'J up. The other groups were tested by teachers In
colleges and secondary schools, selected for their
capability as teachers. r?ome of theas had had past
experience in adniniaterln • standardised tests, "very
of fort ••.•as nade to administer the tests under rtar.dord
conditions. Part I - III were allowed exactly ten
minutes each, with a warning at the end of eight
1 inutes. Wo tisie Unit sas set for Past* IV and V. So
f r as nossible, distractions were prevented durinr the
examination, but in Sunday schools, this could not always
be done.
The Judges filling out character analysis were
for the Bost part public school teachers. The public
achool teacher as a rule deal.-? t?ith a child raore hours
of the day than anyone except (sonetices) his parents.
Parents arc inevitably orejudiced and for that reason
not considered eonpetent to rate their own children.
Analyses were obtained here and there from others than
*uiblic school teachers s?. ere a person could be discovered
who knew the subject fairly well ".: ; seeded to the author
to have a fair jui^nent o'f r croons. It was an advantage
in a certain way If sone one other than the child 1 s
Sunday ~chool teacher rated bin. Thot prevented the
child's excellence or deficiency in Sunday school work
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fron prejudicing the judge ae It ml^ht prejudice his
Sunday school teacher.
Pavia- administered the tests, the next step
was to establish criteria for scoring fenem. In t. n case
of the questions on the 31d and tew Testaments, this
was perfectly simple. The questions did not deal ^ith
opinion, but usually with fact, which could be determined
by referring to the Bible* There were tso cases of
asbijnaity # however, in which the difficulty wao solved
by ci'X-.tin % .:ore than one answer as correct.
With regard to the tests of •ethical JulgReot",
•ethical knowledge*, and •religious ideas", (Parts III-?)
the situation was different. For these it was necessary
to select a criterion and score uhem by that criterion.
The Hew Testament is the source of the sost widely accepted
authority for our ethical and religious ideas. Mence
those who have the beet knowledge of the Hew Testament
I ht reasonably be expected to have on t e whole the sost
correct ethical mid religious conceptions. ho better
jaethod presented itself, so making the assumption that on
the whole their judgrsest *oul<2 be best, tho of course
not perfect, the highest oereentile of the 330 cases which
first eaiae to hand were selected ap tlm criterion. Thus
S3 oases or individuals aade up the criterion. Their
scores in the Testament Fart ranged froa 15 to 25
points, 7Z* to 100^
In the •Sthical Judgment* test (Part 12 1) there
sras at hand a set of answers considered by its author 9
W. L. Hanson, to be correct. The criterion, built up
as describe!, agreed *dtb that except on three questions.
Tfee three are here quoted. The answer considered by
fJansoa to bo correct in marked *dtb a little "c"; the
MMI selected to be considered correct for the ouroose
of this study Is sarked trith a capital 8 C*.
S3. The use of a flattering ohoto-rash to aid in securing
a position.
g
,
is ^rong witliout a vers: rr 1 interview.
m
is ri~ht since it is the errd^yer's business to
ask for an interview.
is ri h.t for it the osition 5 s obtained hard
work ill sake uc foi t e deception.
C is srong eince good looks do not make a good
>orker.
61. We sin only
c when \w knoti^-Iy choose the wrong.
k
when our irrong- acts are found oat
Cct mien vie break the Ira- of Clod,
when -e try to have a good time.
33. Any deed that requires courage to do
m
av-ould be remr'ed.
,J""
it Is a good deed.
c say be a bad deed.
"_
~ ' in' a to >i exu:-.->le to others.
Table I skives the oereent of the criterion which selected
each anevser.
Table I Assurers to Three Sthlcal Judgment Quest Sons.
knaver numbers Question Hunber
h3 61 63
1 24% 55% 0%
2 ' 3 18
3 3 54 30
4 70 52
**i question £53, the large aajority, f?0<)
of the answers £iven by the 33 liitiliiuli selected as
a criterion r;iG accented.
7or ..-ifjytion "-ol , the answers vrere net so
decisive, but showed a decided oreferance for the third
:...;C.-«er* Moreover, eb^t^r* h dictionary a-reed it:, the
crijcrity. Ti.it- is ..-t.xtly a quer-tlon of definition, any-
trey, so the majority and rebates Dictionary were
considered sufficient authority to determine the third
:.. r-r.ver as ti e one to be considered correct for thi-- -tudy.
Question #33 proved to be a very puzzling one.
V,o clearly decisive answer is given by the figures above.
After the test was over, a discussion with several of the
individuals revealed that it had not bees clear to thea,
and as a x~ ult of the discussion, ceveral would have
rfcodl it differently If the tast bad been repeated.
This did not neon to bo ;>;iy change of opinion, but only
a clarification of the tjueetion. ^on^e juer-tly in this
question the criterion *ae not folloired, but the third
ansr/er, • icL vms Intended bu its author to be correct,
\;aa c;:. si do red correct.
Part IV, entitled "Ethical "'no' ledgo" , of the
Fno ledge Teste, 2eal~ it. questions of lURlMlf* Rwt
nost of the ^ue^tions, the criterion gave decisive
answers, vhioh tev woulJ challenge. These were accented
in scoring.
On question #4, the criterion was not well
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ag*esd. It reads: "The beat reason for being honest
is that It pays True. False" Discussion sdth
individuals after the test showed that soae had marked
£ft* question thinking that it aeant ^It pays to be
hone t." Soiae of the most intelligent gave this resetion;
yet how it could oe worded any clearer is a puzsle. At
any rate, 3owe ai sunderstood it, so they did set register
t^eir true convictions on it. This nakee the question
very unreliable. As to ecorin*, under these circumstances,
the author followed his own opinion, and considered the
correct anev;er to be that the statement is "False."
K better reason for be in honest is to do the fair thing
by the other person even if it is costly instead of paying.
The Golden Rule would give the ease answer.
There nae ftice diffcxe^ce of opinion in the
criterion regarding the following QvMWtSMMI
8, Henry knew that his father was once in jail. But
when another boy asked hin abcut it Fcnry said
his father was never In jail R ^r
9. Mary Trent to visit t sick friend and was inpressed
with how pale and sick she looked. Fnry wanted to
cheer her uc so she said, "My, but you look
sell." B
11, Fred made a mistake and put a nickle into a slot
instead of a oenny, so he :>ut in four slugs to
even it up... - R Sx wr
17. Telling the hostess that you enjoyed the carty
when you were bored to death. ^x wr
Vera marked these right, but the answers ore
widely distributed between excusable and wrong, either
excusable or wronn woe scored as right.
The criterion e?t.v 11 shed decisively shich
answer was to be scored as correct on so at of the
questions in Part V, "Religious Ideas. « On the fol-
lowing questions, there was auch -Us^r^ Aont:
5. Does Qod punish everyone s?ho does wrong? ..Yes Wo
Omissions 4 17 12
8. Will God keep fron harm in this life one
who does right? , Yos So
Oaf scions 4 13 16
9. Doss God* s for-iveness assure one of freedom
tWtm J—lfjjhWMll after death? Yes No
Omissions 3 18 12
17. ??ill prayer, if rro^erly used, obtain whatever
.one wants? Yes No
Omissions 1 12 20
25. Does one always have the po^er to do ri^ht
Instead of vrong?.. Hit ;?o
Omissions 3 18 12
The nurber who otsltted these questions and the
number who checked yes or no is indicated by the figures
below each question. The answers to these Questions which
soened to indicate the greater internal authority for, or
stirrolus to coral conduct was scored as correct. This
nethod assigned to these five questions the answers given
in the aceonpanyina table.
Table 2. Answers to questions in Peligious Ideas.
It will be observed that these are the answers selected
by the slight oajorlty of the criterion with the
exce- tion of
5. Yes
6. TTO
9. No
17. Io
25. Yes
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It should be nadc clear that the anewer rhich
le "correct" Is not of such preat irr rortance for the
recent purpose as it would be if t' I purpose were
sinply to discover whether these pupils had the ideas
and knowledge vfr.ich the schools ^ero endeavoring to
.l." --rt* Fere the ioavor is r.-t only to discover what
kind of ohaxactcr is possessed by those who have "correct"
Knowledge and by those who have incorrect knowledge,
*t lis endeavored also to coneider the problem from the •
ofdte point of view and find out what kind of knowl-
edge accompanies the boat and what kind the worst
character. It trill not bo at all surprising if those
nho havo the best characters have ecae beliefs which are
not generally considered to be true. For Instance, one
of the tru£s-false statements reads,. The best reason for
being honest is t.. t it ^aye." This is discussed on
page 45. If it should prove to be the case that the
More hone t s ib^tcts on the .whole tended to aar* that
statement "true*, such an a!:wer eight be taken, as an
indication of honesty, oi.d the correctness of the answer
^ould not be the o:=ly thlag to be considered. This is an
instance of working hackmrd froe* the subjects with the
best character to their answers, instead of fron correct
answers to the correspondlog character.
As has been explained above, intelligence will
be e:r recsed in firures representing a ratio, the
intelligence quotient.
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The ccore on each part of the Knowledge Test
is the total number of correct ansrore. The score for
the entire Knowledge Test is the sura of the raw scores
of all trie ^.irte.
i character score is ordinarily expressed Ir-
an average of all ti.e scores given on the various items.
Any departure fros this method will be made clear at
the tine. Unless otherwise stated, every score riven
represents the average of at least 30 scores, item by
item, "hen less than 30 items were scored by one or more
judges, it was deeded unreliable, and no average was
obtained; that analysis was not used.
Evaluation of Tests .
It sight seem as if the use of different intel-
ligence tests introduced an unnecessary, additional
source of error. However, it ought to be rerembor d that
each of those tests has been standard iaed. This means
that the average score for a given age has been determined
on a very large number of cases. Before figuring the I. $•
the raw score is converted into mental age. A. high score
on an easy test would have the ease corresponding mental
age as a lov.---.-r score on a snore difficult test. . Thus
the difficulty or easiness of the tests does not Influence
the rseatal age or I.Q. which it yields.
Moreover, in 38 cases, measures by different
tents were already available for the same individuals.
The average difference between scores by different tests
on the sane Individuals very Iot?, +0.27. Tlie
standard deviation (a) was 4.91. But the difference
between tents is not so great as the difference be-
tween Individuals from day to day. 'Mfforence in
conditions of health, In weather, etc. are Inevitable
variables in tho in.Uv idualn t o- selves. This lv con-
vincing reason for thinking that no more accurate
results could have been attained by us in - t\e same
lntolli.-ence test for all individuals.
Tlie validity of Intelligence tests has
been discussed above (p. 7 ).
West In consideration cones the Knowledge
Test with its five Parts. A test is said to be
reliable if It measures accurately whatever it
measures. If this test Is reliable, it means that it
measures something will,—whether knowledge or something
else. The best test of reliability is the repetition
of a test to see if the measure gives the sane result
each time it is used to measure the sane individual.
Often It Is not practicable to repeat the test. The
next best method of evaluating the reliability is the
correlation of one half with the other half of the test.
If a measure is reliable, any part of it can be compared
with any other t>art and agreement found. SoppaAl that
two centimeter scales '.tore laid along side of cacL othex;
if a centimeter mark on one sc~le coincides trith a
centimeter mark on the other, all the other pairs of
centimeter marks will coincide also, we practically
try this by a asathesatical process trten M correlate
one half srlth the other half of & test. One might
correlate the first half *ith the second half. Instead,
the odd numbered questions were correlated aifh the even
numbered questions. The results are ^lven In this table.
Table 3, Reliability of *no«ledge Tests.
330 cases r Coefficient Index
odd of of
with
even reliability reliability
Old Testament .775 .873 .935
Wam TWBtiiMllli .644 .783 .885
ethical Judgment .798 889 .947
Ethical knowledge .789 .682 .940
Feligious Ideas .4oh .531 .795
In the first column of figures are given the
coefficients of rrelation between the score of the odd
question- Tilth the score of the even guestlons. Thin
gives the reliability of each half of the test. ( 1,271).
The reliability of the entire 25 questions of each art
Is given In the second colusn. These figures Trore
obtained by the npearraan-Bro^n forrula. In the third
colunn are the corresponding indices of reliability,
which represent the tnaxi«aa reliability of the tests,
or *the correlation bat-^een the test a" the true scores
of Individuals in ^ust such tents. * (1,273).
In so homogeneous a group, as tale {ait. t...c
exception of about 24 eases they are all Sunday school
pupils) these coefficients of red lability are high, for
In a r*ore hetereo-eneous graur? they could be exoected to
be still higher. The reliabilities of the separate Parts
are very satisfactory with the exception of Part V,
Religious Ideas, which is only fair.
The distribution curve of each teat and of
the sua of the tests is shoira on the next page.
Figs. 1-6. The Old Testament and ?Tew Testament are
the sost normal. They show little skewness and only
slight irregularities. The Orand Total curve is ti •'
curve of the mm of all 5 ^artc. It is fairly noraal
and satisfactory t?ith the exception of an irregularity
in the peak. Thle sight disappear with a larger
number of cases; mcxo likely it is due to a lack of
even gradation in the difficulty of t. e separate
questions.
Ethical Knowledge, "ithleal Judgment, and
Pull :icu? Idcae all hr.v . a strong a ; live e^e.vnens,
indlcatln that they are not sufficiently difficult
for the groups tested. In a sore heterogeneous croup,
the skewness sight disappear. The sleekness is most
rtriking in Religious Ideas. An examination of the
questions and answers shows that 13 of the 25 were
MUVtred corr ctly by 79^ or sore of the whole ?A9,
subjects. This confirms tl-e prediction t!r t this tart
of the test contains too many easy questions. The
irregularity of the ethical Knowledge and Ethical
Judgment curves are probably due to lack of even
gradation in the difficulty of the cor.oonent questions.
Since the Old Testament and tfew Testament curves ire
fairly noraal with this group, they eight tafce on a
positive skewness In a nore heterogeneous group.
Figure 1. ' Old Testament Distribution Curve
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The validity of the *'ncT?ledge Test can not
be tested by the direct sethod of comparison with a
eseasure known to be valid, as there is no such
criterion. This Knowledge Test is the nost valid
Ture available. The scores of the knowledge Test
r i-. t v» correlated r;ith grades -Svon bv the Tunaay
school teachers. But no one who is at all familiar
©ith the usual Sunday °chool methods of today,—their
freedom fron examinations, narks, and any c! och upon
-proficiency in their subjects,—would think for a minute
that Sunday school teachers could grade pupils in each
of t:.eae branches of knowledge :?ith anywhere near the
accuracy of these tests. Conse uently the test scores
are the noot valid seaBuresent that can be obtained
except by adEilnisterin -.ore of the sase sort of tests.
The wide range of knowledge covered by the tests,—the
entire Bible, ethics, and theology,—argues strongly
for its validity. ' ?oneof the rtajor fields of religious
knowledge is oritted. Bo other test known to the author
covers so side a range , or has been proved to have as
great validity. This evidence in .lie*,ten that this is
a vlid test of religious knowledge. Altho the knowledge
Test can not b© tested by the direct method, it can be
tested by an indirect nethod, as follows. In a good
attery of tests the several parts correlate high with
the criterion (in this case the susi of all parts) and
low with one another. The inter-correlations are here
53
given.
Table 4. tntercorrelation of Parte of the fnorrleAije
Teats, Each figure is a coefficient of correlation (r)
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Grand Total .870 .814 .804 .766 .687
"thieal Judgment .69? .522 .700 .255
Ethical Knowledge .512 .548 .435
llev Testament .727 .336
Old Teotaraent .305
ethical ihUgaent correlates highect s?ith the
sus. Therefore it appears to be the cost valid single
Part as a test of religious ^norleJge. It is the noat
satisfactory fron that point of view. If only one part
srerc to lie used, it v/.vjld give, in short tlce, the
nearest to the Base result as the whole battery* In
this respect, Religious Ideas is the least satisfactory.
As to agreener.t of the Parts with each other,
Religious Ideas is the roet satisfactory. Of all the
rarts , it could least be e ared, having corrr^aratively
lor? correlations with all the other Parts. In this
respect, Old Testanent and Ne*? Testasent are undesirably
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similar; so are Old Testament and Ethical Judgment.
The Old Testament does not correlate so high with the
7?hole as three of the other Parts. Therefore, if one
Part had to be omitted, the one which could best be
spared without imoairing the battery is the Old Testa-
ment. On the whole the battery is reasonably satis-
factory.
Neither the reliability of such a test nor
its validity is deoendent upon its relation to age.
nevertheless age norms may be of interest and somewhat
signif leant. They are given in Table 5. The norms are
the median scores. The norms increase fairly steadily
up to age 14. Above that they are more or less ir-
regular. The irregularity may be due somewhat to the
smaller number of cases in those ages.
The validity of any kind of a knowledge test
is indicated somewhat by its correlation ?-ith intelli-
gence. If it correlates very high with intelligence
and the environment is varied, there is danger that
the test tests intelligence more than it tests know-
ledge. If, on the other hand, those tested have all
taken the same course of study, a high correlation with
intelligence would be exoected and would not Invalidate
the test as a test of knowledge. But the correlation
of only .41 between I.Q. »s and total knowledge scores is
not high. The question remains as to how much of a
factor intelligence is in each Part.
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Table 6. Correlation of I.Q.'s. with the
Knowledge Test
r P.E.
No. of
Cases
With Old Testament .350 .03? 260
With New Testament .265
With Ethical Judgment .401 .035 260
With Ethical Knowledge .439 .034 230
With Religious Ideas .103 .041 260
With Grand Total .412 .035 256
(Sum of all 5)
The Part which makes the best shoeing in this
test is that of Religious Ideas. Its P.E. is too large
to be sure of the coefficient obtained, but the true
coefficient probably is not large. The Ethical Knowledge
Part appears to have the largest amount of intelligence
involved. The Ethical Judgment PaX% is similar. These
two seem to have an undesirably large factor of intelligence.
On the other hand, it must be kept in mind, as has been
stated before, that such a correlation as we have here does
not Drove that these tests test intelligence to such an
extent. It may mean that intelligence is a cause of this
knowledge. Of it may mean that intelligence is simply con-
comitant, without being a factor at all. Consequently, altho
a correlation of less than .40 with intelligence might be
desirable, the Parts of this Test are on the whole very
satisfactory in this respect, and do not show too high
an amount of intelligence involved to be valid tests of
knowledge.
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The reliability of the character analyses has
been tented in a number of ways. First, one teacher
r?ho rated some pur lis in spring rated five of the ease
pupils in the fall, with the help of another teacher.
The usual score for a character analysis is the average
of the scores on the separate itons, Five cases are
too few to judge anythin* by correlation of the average
scores* On sone iteno in these five cases, scores v/cre
not ^iven. Nevertheless, by crymarlnrr the analyses
itcra by itos, 29-3° *ulrs were obtained, of t-zo scores
on the same item on the ease person Mth an interval
of tlsc bet??een* The coefficient of correlation hctrecn
tLese pairs was .703, Thl- shows a fair decree of
reliability of the ratings by that teacher. It Indicates
nothing about the nrobable reliability of ratings by
other teachers. If an assistant bad not collaborated
in the fall, the coefficient (r) would probably have
been higher.
The second tray in which the reliability of the
character analyses was tested is by co"-oari«on of the
scores itea by iten -ivea by 4 different judges (teachers)
on the ease individual.
r
*ach judged rating was cor-
related iten by item «itk the rating of each of the
other juices. The result is tabulated, as follows:
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Table 7. Agreement of Judges of One Individual
Judges r P.E.
A & B .211
.103
A & C -.142
.123
A & D .092
.119
B & C .576 .078
B & D .462 .090
C & D .760 .052
r is the conventional sign for the coefficient
of correlation, which will be used frequently in this
thesis. Likewise P.E. is the customary abbreviation for
probable error. The P.E. expresses the range of uncertainty
of the iigure. For instance, where the correlation is
.211, the true correlation of 50% of the cases a proximately
will be between .211 + .103 and .211 - .103, i.e. between
.314 and .108.
These results are very unsatisfactory. Judges
C & D agree well. But none of the others agree well
enough to give a good reliability to the analysis. It
is easy to see that A agrees very little with any of
the other judges. C agrees best with the others. There
is much comoensation in having 4 analyses in this
instance. Their average is probably much more reliable
than one analysis. Only by a large number of measures
can such unreliability be compensated. On the other hand,
this does not give a wholly fair estimate of the
reliability of the analyses, for the first three r's are
themselves entirely unreliable. Only the last three r's
are reliable, being more than 4 times their P.E.
In a third way, the reliability of the character
analyses was tested. On 74 subjects, tv?o to four analyses
of each were obtained. Instead of comparing them item by
item as before, the average scores were correlated. If
there had been only 2 analyses on each individual, there
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would have been just 74 pairs to correlate. But due to
core than 2 analyses on the same uerson in some canes,
there were 115 pairs, in all. The coefficient of
correlation (r) between thest was .404. (P.K. .053)
This is more encouraging than the results just reoorted.
"till they are fay from being sufficiently reliable so
t' I one can draw any inferences with reliability in
regard to the true estimate of character by such an
analysJ s.
In a fourth tray, the character analyses ere
tested. But it will he described In paragraph Pig belotr.
Attempts tsere then oade to i pr :vi the reliability.
These 74 cases where 2 or more analyses were obtained of
each individual were used. An analysis was compiled for
each by taking the lowest score, item by item, given by
any judge. The theory was th it a low score on an itee
Indicated more sx^ocific knowledge; and that with less
specific knowledge a judge tended to rate an item a
little high. The results of this experiment did not soon
-ive very different results from those obtained from the
average, so it was not followed far. It is quite pos-
sible that the lowest scores are more accurate. The
difficulty, however, U that there in no eeans of
determining its accuracy. The only criterion is the
average itself.
Another attempt to Lrorove the reliability
was to select 8 items and weight them. Everyone would
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agrse that some of the behaviors listed rrere More
i. nrt ut than others. The iteras taken from the
Chassell-Upton H - la s?ere already mlflitii as
described before (p. 18). The *eifhts they assigned
??ere used, and itetas not token frca their t>cal^ were
crol~htod hp tie author to corree-nnd, "1- of o r.ofi
1 i:--.-,rt-mt t?orc selected, the scores roiltinii«?a by their
weight and the products added together* The scores
thus obtained srere conoared with the averages of the
vthole 50 itess. There tma no conepic\ious change in the
relative ranfe, so this experiment «as abandoned.
??ot? is the variability,—disagreement,—of
these character analyses to be accounted for? To
furnish abundant explanation is not difficult.
Poffenberger (69) reports tiiat variations in correlations
between judges on the same individual vary frost a
correlation of ,20 to .90. This is a cosnnon experience.
It has often been discussed in literature, (see
references £4, 31, 30, 42, 44, 50, 51, 52, 57, 69)
A. fesr of t; e r-oct obvious sources of dis-
agreement are the follo'.?in^:
1. The behavior of a given person varies greatly,
nonetineo ho -ill be very unselfish, and again very selfish
He is not always equally honest.
2. Judges at iifferent times narx very dif-
ferently. Health, weather, fatirue, and
recent experience vith the subject in section are only
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fctr si the things shieo nil I distort a judr^cnt,
rtifelxv? it nigs or lenient gft tM tl.-ns Htf :.o.v W$
exacting at another tine*
3. Mfferont -seals have very Jtffesrent
errerienese tritb th® easse person. 3o»e tMnlc John
Is i very fins hoyj others think he ia a very bad
bo?. fhey say both be correct. !?e say be one say
in the oreeenes of ene sal the other way in the
presence of the ether. At leaet ease who read this
cam recall that they behaved very differently in
classes taught by different teachers. Sshavior is not
constant. Persons respond differently to different
personals ties, treatment, oireusastanees, etc.
4. Meet judges dSsIifee to give low- scores.
This te Ottltfty brought out by the very abnormal
curve of distribution of e.~iractar scores. Instead
of being bell*»sba?sd a© a normal curve trostld be, it
slants upward abruptly nearly thruout. The bluest
part of tbe rsnge is the nost used, whereas it ought
not to be ueed sore than the lo^r part of the range*
A rami curve say be seen Is the Old Testassent or
*ew feetasent curves following pags 51 - This curve
brings out very strongly the Judges* reluctance to
rsste a subject low in character. I Fig. 7.)
5. Altbe character traits are very specific,
not rreneral, what io celled the *halo effect" Is very
apparent. That is, every ;}ud£« has a general opinion
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of the subject, and EffllSSffiff
Ho, of
unconsciously registers 2^ lvl^als
that general opinion
on nearly every item,
It p -ounto to adding
1 or 2 nolnte here
and t: ere instead of
marking certain iter-8
as lot? as they oujht
to be. Or, If the
general opinion is
unfavorable, it
llllliliiTli to subtract-
ing 1 or 2 points here
-
-
:
t: «re instead of
r.arfc in ~ t: en as high as.
they ought to be. One
judge scored a -iven sub-
ject nothing but zero in any iten. "ore than one judge
scored several individuals 4 (the highest score) on every
iters. Again and again the sane score trae used on 75*
of the iterse. "any vho ought to be good judges, and
who surely knot? the subject well are not discriminating
In their ratings. Both this halo effect and the dislike
of teachers to give losr scores In character are brought
out by the following figures fron a coroarativc study
of the scores assigned by different teachers.
.
41- 2 . 01- 'c . 61-
.80 2.40 4.0U
Character scores
Fig. 7. Frequency Curve
of Character Scores.
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Htandard
Pev^-tion i&j
r
3
H
I
J
K
I
1
II
P
10
27
43
11
15
13
15
10
18
10
33
44
10
3 *oO
3.60
3.47
3. 38
3.34
3.09
3.06
2.07
2.86
2.71
2.20
3.81
3 • ob
2.94
2.03
3.92
3.80
3.83
3.70
3.66
3.20
3.26
2.80
2.9S
2.70
. 36
^.33
0.58
0.51
0.5G
-•.55
0.71
0.65
0.35
0.45
0.55
0.50
0.85
0.41
The highest possible coore it will be
r hered ia 4.CO. On a non .3 11 retribution curve,
the average and median sould be 2.00. So judge
averages as loti as the norcal average. ?, gives scores
of cases, it seess safe to say that this judge rated
tha subjects altogether too high. The possibility that
8 happened to have a very unusual croup, nearly all of
vthom trere about perfect, exists, but is very remote.
Judges, T9 Gr, and P rated nearly the sane individuals.
Hooros given by F» and (J ehos sure signs of the "halo
effect,® whereas ti e rrcoras of P shot? up best in nearly
ever:; respect. L . and Q rated subjects in the sasse school,
but different grades, yet there seems to be too r?ide a
different in their averages. It looks as if the difference
•vs-ere due to the judges, but one can not say ~ore than
this in view of the email nunber of subjects rated.
which average "suoorior." In spite of the ar.all nup.ber
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There seeas to be much difference in judges, and a £reat
deal in the tray of accuracy depends on the selection of
juices.
The inevitable conclusion is that the technique
of character analysis or rating has not been refined
sufficiently to yield reliable results. In cases nhcre
sore than one analysis t?as obtained of ssase subject,
reliability lr distinctly increased. The %>earssan-1?rown
fomula gives an cstisate of the MMHiat of the increase
of reliability by repeating or doubling the length of a
tect.
With a reliability of .404 (see page 59) for one
analysis, this formula gives • reliability of .576 for
2 analyses and .671 for 3 analyses, ^ven in these
cases the scares obtained are only approximate.
Scores by different teachers are difficult
to corspare. A score of 3.92 by one teacher nay be the
equivalent of only 3.C1 by another teacher. Any
correlation between character analyses and other
measures will be subject to crave errors shich t?111
render then little better than guesses*
As to the validity of character analyses, one
of the very things srhiCh reduced the reliability of the
separate itene—the halo effect,— indicates that the
judge has registered in the average, particularly, his
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general irpression of the conduct of the subject. The
nunhcr of iteas in the anr n yais (50) Is eo large as to
give opportunity to cover a tride range of traits. Borne
of those covered are: will .-osser in the face of
tenptation, leadership, honesty, reliability, fairness,
cooperation, courtesy, religious attitude, raotlves,
perseverance, helpfulness, sportccmnshlp, self-control.
Sose of these are covered rsore than once, from different
ooints of view, and in different fortas of expression.
The wide range of traits covered argues for the validity
of the sseasure. There is no more valid criterion by
shich the validity can be tested. This analysis copies
nearer to being a criterion than anythin g except possibly
a very extensive case study.
Can Judges judge character? A set of fibres
obtained incidentally in thin otudy eay throw sose light
on the question. A cor: pari eon of jssJacter scores -vith
the age of the subjects reveals an interesting situation,
set forth in the aceosspanyin - rrr.ph. This is the curve
of t*ne median character score by ages.
Results similar to these were obtained by
-irtahorne. * According Is the evidence here, character
decreases froa ages 13-16. The judges* ratings certainly
decrease. Hoes this fact decrease their validity? The
period of decline in ratings is a period of contradictions
in the life of a child. It is both an age of idealism
and of exasperating difficulties in dealing with children.
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l4#tM+l-iffftttH1ll:! l illllS
median
Character Scores i
£.9 7.
Fig. 8 Curve of Character Scores
by Ages.
It uould
appear that
the curve le
Reflected by
their tract-
ableaens and
their behavior
in res nee to
authority.
TEtfff in a valid
ag^ '-fcC of
character, but
rxurr:tr not to be
jao .dariuont in a
cLiifiacter rating.
u2i<i£5er or not
ti_le .5-r the
expl Nation of
the decline in the curve, the question retmiias, Men
character on the averare decline fror; a>?ee li'-lt? Thle
. :>uld be a suitable subject for a v-hole the../! •* .;
can not be settled here. The best evidence v il Vole
•©aid indicate that It dootr decline betweoiji acts.
TT&rtshome, H. " .ildhood and Character, 119
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amvrm iv.
The -elation between knowledge and Intelligence.
To trake £ eorrpjirison of rell^ioue knowledge
sitr the corresponding intelligence of individuals,
the first step was the correlation of the rew knowl-
edge eccree with their I.->«s. y - .&12; P. ?.=.035.
Tbie ic a loir correlation, but reliable, H SI is 12
times its probcole error. Before dreeing any infer-
ences, the relation is further analysed. Giro© the
correlation is not perfect, there are probably other
factors at woriL. rrith this point in vies, data were
secured not only ss to intelligence but also on three
other possible faotore, na»ely, age, iprade in rublie
school, and years of attendance at Sunday School. Hge
is eoawwhnt of a met: sura of experience, which clj^ht
affect religious knowl*^®* &nd e&psoially ethical
jud^aent. *e should expect religious knowledge to
increase with years of attendance at Sunday School as
religious knowledge is one of the rceans by which the
Sunday school seeks to gain its objective. Attondanoe
at public school ou^ht not to a*ake cuch difference in
religious knowledge, especially since religious
instruction is taboo in puolic schools of tMr rtate.
nevertheless it would seeic reasonable that the nental
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trainina- of the public echool would enable e pupil to
grasp and assign? te religious knowledge rote eselly.
The correlations between knowledge scores
nnd these possible fnctore provided 1 HljUliiit
Table 9. Correlation with Total Haw Knowledge Scores
A
-ge •570
r.s.
.029
Ko. *
330
Year8 of attendance
ft *mnd&y echool .034 25S
lrs.de completed in
public school .024 2^7
Intelligence Quotient .^12 .035 256
Iriide in nubile school correlate** highest, contrary to
expectation. Sunrisy oehool oorrelntip lo««pt with the
exception of intelll ^eme, whereae we should expect it
to correlate highest. At first appearance, intelligence
1b the smallest factor of the four, tho a very definite
one.
The next step is partial correlation.* This
Is I iretbeEiatical process whereby V-e influsat* of one
or £©re factors can be equalised. Then the relation
between the factors not held constant oan be exanined
without that oorsplieatlon. Tt»e martial oorrclatlor
between two serine of figures la the correlation that
there would be If the factor *p;rtialed out" rare
• The formula for partial correlation may be found in
reference #1, page 225*
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eonstant. partial oorrelr tion does not ellnint'to a
factor. Hence If we equalise the influence of K$B by
this process, we can gttt the correlation th"t there
iWld be between fcMWIMgi mi lutlltlfnnm if all
individuals were of the ease age. Partial correlation
Is r statistical substitute for a controlled arperiesent.
It Is of incalculable value in studyin* hussan faotore,
because burins do not like to be sxperiisented on.
Scsetinee the experiment would be harmful, 'dually it
is utterly impossible to control the factors in the
experiment as one could in an experiment in the physical
sciences or even in ar-isal huEoamiry. Hy partial corre-
lation, we can accompli oh the saE3 thing, ~e Kay not
jet se rcanv C'sec ac re want to, ell under the ease
circumstances. *e car r. t least obtrin the oerre results
by cent curing that vsri«ble, such as a^e, «nd partialing
It cut, ac we should |*$ if ?11 of car ses were of
the same age, or intelligence, etc.
Applying this Rtntictical rethod to o-.tr data,
let us first equalize, not other factors, but intelli-
gence. Then if the correlation dioeppo-rs, W can
infer that intelligence is alesc-Ft the only fe.cter
represented by tna correlation of ^12 • If the corre-
lation regain 3 about the mrx, it will appear that
intelligence is a s^ll factor or else that the other
factors are about equal to intelligence in their
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Influence on religious knowledge. If the correlations
rice, th*t would seer, to show thr.t other factors hre
more powerful then intelligence. The figures just
jlverv ere repeated for coqpr-.rlson*
Tfeble 10. Sorrel? tior of ^nowledra Scores.
Intelligence Intelligence difference
Variable Constant, i.e.
r partial t
**« m -570 .567 .137
'Uth grade coiroleted
in public school .G6e
,713 .qjjx
7Tith yoc-rs of attend-
ance in Sunday
school
.455 .561 .106
7?ith Intelligence
Cuotler.ts .*il2
The last possibility raontioned is what hapvened. The
correlations rose, oil of then. The rise is elicit.
These figures tell us nothing; directly about intelli-
gence. They tell us th*it whether or not intelligence
Is an important factor, important fectors rercsln when
it Is held constant.
The correlations of Intelligence with the
other factors will help to sake clear the reason why
these partial correlations cera cut as they did.
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Table 11. (Ton-elation of Intelligence "Motients
r
with Age
-.062
with arade in pub-
lic school
.037
with yesrn in faun-
aey school —.066
Sith Knowledge
Scores .412
These arc ell unreliable creep t thz l^st. ""hey render
the r-rfcinl coefficients of correlation unreliable.
Hut mm still bo sure of a considerable correlation
between knowledr^e and t.herse other factors.
If these correlations with intelligence were
reliable, each of the fp.otors could bo heir! conntsi t in
turn by further po.rtinl correlations. T?ut the F.E.*s
ere too large in proportion to the r , s. To r^ka such
low correlations reli ble would require something like
100,000 oases. Thio is : b far therefore as we csn
pursue these fibres.
One care method was employed to brin - cut the
relation between knowledge and intelligence. It is a
study by quartiles. The individuals were divided into
four groups as nearly equal in number of esses, as
possible. First they were so grouped according to
knowledge scores and then according to intelligence
scores. The 25< who ecorsd highest were placed in the
Ho. of
r.?. oases
.042 260
.044 ?33
.046 207
.035 256
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first cwrtlle; the who ©cored lowest rore ^ced
in the lowest quartile; the second tpmw%$X* contained
Id the sftfae tenner those who scored higher thnn those
In tha third glttrttle. roe quart lie a of knowledge and
of Intelligence were then compared as showr. in Table 12.
Taole 12. quartile Placement of I.Q,.s and Kno^led^e
Scores.
Perfect correspondence (reans that *r Individual Is in
the MMS quartile In both I.Q..8 and Knowledge scores.
One quartile risrlP cedent se;_r.e that if an individual
is in the second cuartile, my, in I.q.c, he ie in the
first or third ouartlle in knowledge ecorfin; snd 30 on.
The Total : ispls cedent ie the sum of the trieplseements.
The Point I'ispleoement ie obtained by nultlplying the
nu&berc it the EisrlaceEent columns by 1, 2, or 3 t
according tc their decree of d 1spincedent , and thon
add in t: the croducts across horizontally. ror instance:
I X 21 plus 2 X 19 plus 3 X 10 makes !§. If 3very
individual wes in the spire cusrtile in I.fj.c ss in
knopled;^e scores, thera would be no r.ispl^ceraent.
1 2 I
outr- *o* Perfect ^rtile Quartile ^partile "*otal Point
tile of corre o- misplace- sisp-lace-riepl: co-Misrlrce- Eia-
HMi 9i ses ponder.ee inert sent sent :?ent plsce-
of i.o.a pent
63 22 IS 1U Q hi 73
112-L?1 20 * hh 53
100-111 If 19 3* h& 65
5>99 66 31 18 10 t 35 59
Total 260 92 102 50 16 166 _ 5-
35$ Fori sot Correspondence 2 SO Point Misplacement
The corresrondenee is not larj*e hero. Th»r«
are very few three euartile displace, oots, but t»o
quartile Fispl&cesrent & are nur-erous. Evidently few
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individuals were In the highest cuartile In one oase
and in the highest quartlie In the other. The
greatest correspondence lo In the lowest qunrtile.
31 or hjt of thoce who are In the lowest nuartile of
I.^.s are also In the lowest cuartile of knowledge
scores. If this Tsble is cocp&red with Tables 13 and
22, it will be seen that there is greater correspond-
ence b' tween knowledge and intelligence, than there is
between knowledge and chnractar, or intelligence and
character.
The unsoientific, sere oasusl ooservation of the
author hen led to the theory that a very important
factor in religious knowledge not previously eentioned
is hone background. Ho satisfactory iseans of Treasuring
that influence was discovered, so it c^n not be con-
sidered here. This factor, if it is a factor, i3 some-
thing that needs to be studied to develop a technique
for measuring it, so that its effect on religious
knowledge and character can be studied.
The only conclusion that our figures warrant
is that there ie a definite, rsoderate-sized relation
between religious knowledge and intelligence quotients.
It is not possible to determine which of the following
is the nature of that relations
(1) Intelligence is a cause of religious
knowledge.
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(2) Intelligence and religious knowledge are
to the extent indicated merely concomitants.
(3) The religious knowledge tests me&sure
intelligence to that extent.
The "?el&tion between Character and Intellltrenoa.
The second major division of this study is
the relation between character and intelligence. Are
the brightest the best and are the best the brightest?
Is Intelligence a help or a hindrance to character?
These are scne of the major problems pressing for an
answer.
A preliminary comparison of intelligence and
character scores yields a strange result. The co-
efficient of correlation on 2$6 cases Ss only .1361
It has been found by soire experimenters (57)
teachers will rank high in character those who are
better students; the estimate of their character is
oolored by their scholarship. Ability as students and
intelligence are not the same, but correlate high.
This tendency of teachers* character ratings is not
at all apparent here. In spite of any tendency un-
consciously to weight character rating thus, the or r-
relation is only .136. The P.S. is .(Aj. This is
sore than l/H of the coefficient. For so low a cor*
relation, the P-F,. ought to be not more than 1/5 or
1/6* of the coefficient, i.e. It ought not to be above
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.023- eonsequently we oam.ot be eure that there is
any correlation here at all.
It will be recalled that on 7^ of the
subjects, more than one character analysis was obtained.
Sup; ose we select these 7** cases. The results ought
to be more accurate than those of the whole 256 cases,
altho the accuracy will be off-set by a lower reliability
for general conclusions due to the smaller number of
oases. When the character scores of these 7^ alone
are correlated with intelligence quotients, the coef-
ficient is .330.
At the same tine, however, the V.t. has
increased, ninoe the is now .072, it also is a
little more than 1/5 of the coefficient. Yet because
the correlation is higher, one can be almost certain of
a low correlation in this instance.
On page 66 is presented a grarh which stows
that character scores do not rise steadily with age,
but rise to age 13 and then drop again. Te night
inter-correlate ch?irecter, intelligence, and age, and
then equalize age by partial correlation. Instead, we
may approach the problem by asking, if a person la
wore intelligent than the average, is his character
also above the average for his age?
To answer this question, the character
scores were converted into percentiles, with a separate
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scale for each age. Hy this prooesa, the highest, for
each age were given the seme rank, reg-rdless of their
absolute scores; likewise, the lowest in each age was
given the lowest rank, irrespective of absolute score;
and all lntereediete scores were treated the same.
The differences between ages were thus eliminat d.
This device fulled to produce any results.
Only ~{K cases (the rest accurate in character ecoree)
were used for a prel in inr- ry correlation. The cor-
relation between these character percentile ranks and
intelligence quotients was lower than when the raw
scores were used, narely .211 ngainst .37O before.
The PtMm was essentially . the saae (.075)t 80 there is
no oertainty of any correlation whatever.
Partial correlation would hardly be worth
while here. The correlations between intelligence and
age, years in Sunday school, and grade in public school
are all less than .10.
The quartile ciethod was applied to the
relation between intelligence and character. For a
description of the method see page 71. Table 13 shows
the correspondence between I.O.s and character scores.
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Table 13. Ouertile Placement of I.O,.s and Character
Scores,12 3Quar- vo. Per- Quar- ^uar- ^usr- Total Point
tile of feet tile tile- tile mis- nie
range cases corres- mis- sis- mis- place- place-
of pond- place- place- place- a»nt re nt
1.0.8 enoe ment sent Rent
122-101 S3 17 IS 13 15 lg
112-121 15 3* 12 5S
100-111 19 30 13 *3 56
53-99 66 24 ih 13 h2 *2
Total 260 7S 97 52 2g 177 2^5
3&3 Perfect Correspondence 265 Point -"leplaceaent
There is very little correspondence here. It
is r-bout the same as Table 22 t and a lower correspond-
ence then in Table 12. The Total "isplacesent is
If it were 75tt it would indicate no co rest ondence.
3*53 Perfect Correspondence is not a ^reat deel sore
than 25^, which t if the case, would indicate no
correspondence.
In yet another way, the problec was attacked
In an effort to get ssors accurate character analysis.
Table £ seese to ^Ive good evidence that th? judges
have scKetifisea rated too hijh. When s judge like I
rates H3 individuals, -ivin^ then? sn average of 3-*>0
out of a possible sccre of U.00, the evidence seems
very strong thet the ratings are too high. It is
suspected thet the inaocuracy of the judges has been
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preventin^ any re&l correlation that there may be
between character and knowled^re or intelligence from
becoming apparent. Judges N to bear the marks of
more discriminating judgment. Their averages are
nearest the middle of the scale; their standard
deviations are soe« of the largest; and the difference
between their aversgee and medians is not lar^e. .tudges
S to II in Table S have higher averages and sorcetlrsee
lower standard deviations.
The character analyses by these k judges
(If, 0, P, and Q) were selected snd oorrelated with
I.%»s.
The coefficient of correlation is .210, but
since the P.S. is .066, the coefficient U still un-
reliable as in the cane of other correlations between
intelligence &nd character. For oorparleon, the others
are repeated here.
Table lk. ^orrelaticrs between I.Q.*s end f&aracter
Scores.
256 complete cases, uneelected .130
~fk cases, two or rore analyses
of each individual .33O
go cases, analyses of the four
best judges .210
In each cuss the correlation is lower than the cor-
responding correlation between knowledge scores and
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chrracter scores. ( nee T'ble 37.) *mile the figures
above In Table lk are unreliable, one can still safely
infer thst the relation between intelligence and
chzirscter scores bo far as these data indicate is Less
than that oetween knowledge end character scores.
These oanea wore arranged in ouartiles by
I."Va and character scores, as follows:
Table 15* (Torresroiidence between I.o.'s i&fl BtoWfegtjg
Coores by Best Judges.
1 £ a
Duar- no. Per- ^uar- ?uar- Quar- Total Point
tile of feot tile tile tile sis- nis-
range cases corres sis- sris- mis- place- plaoe-
of pond- piece- pl;-ce- place- nsent cent
ence cent oent sent
121-16^ 22 6
. *t 5 6 16 33
111-120 23 k 15 h 19 23
100-llC 19 k i 7 15 22
53-99 25 10 7 1 15 23
Total 89 2** 35 2* 6 65 101
. 2S* Perfect ^orresrondence 101 Point "ioplricsnent
There ie very little correspondence here.
The cases are almost equally distributed. In the
lowest quartile there 1b a little correspondence. Fo
oases belonging in the lowest qatrtile of intelligence
v
;ot into the highest quartile of character. A person
Kight have high intelligence without high character, but
not high character without intelligence. This is what
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the fibres tend to indicate. But it mi^ht easily
be explained by judges being slightly prejudiced
against the pupils who rre lowest in intelligence.
The jud^os do not sens to confuse high intelligence
with character. The fist of Table 15 is that there
Is a very low correlation between intelligence p.nd
character.
Alsost the only conclusion which can be
irawn is that if there is any correlation between
character and intelligence, it is too srall for these
instrument r to measure it. It is safe to say further
that the rel; tion, if &ny, is probably not 1? rgc, or it
would be DOKcwhc t evident in these fibres. It is not
j.fter all surprising if the relation is not e lar^e
one, when we consider how clever a successful crook
Met be, end how socially desirr-ble is the ch^rsoter
of some people who ere not clever.
The ^elation oetween ^hrractsr and "nowlert :--e.
The third rajor division of this thesis is
the relation between character and knowledge. K
I reliicinary correlation between character scores ard
knowledge scores ueing 256 cases produces a coefficient
of only .153 and a P*S. of .0*+2. This is the sate
result as obtained aoove between character and
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intelligence. The coefficient is rot ouite k times
the P.S., whereas it ought to be 5 or 6 tines the P.s.
to be sure of as low a correlation as that.
Following the earce procedure as before, the
"Jk cases in which there are 2 or more character
analyses per person were correlated alone s?ith. knowl-
edge. The r » «379» Since the P*f« is .067, we can
in this case be fairly sure of low correlation,
r is 5.06 tines the P.S.
Then the "?h character scores, converted into
percentile ranks for each age were correlated, rot
wit 1 ; raw knowledge scores, but with knowledge scores
converted also into percentile ranks. The f Is
If the P. T,. were as large as .09, we could be sure of
soise correlation. As the P.*:. ie .063, *e can be
reasonably sure of this correlation.
An attempt to arrive at ?sore accurate
character scores by using the lowest grade assigned
by any judge to a subject on each ites is described on
page 59. Character scores thus obtained on 73
individuals were correlated with Knowledge percentile
rankB. r = *3*Ji 58 ^l ' is not 8 times
P.S., this correlation is rather uncertain, out is
not wholly unreliable.
In the Knowledge Test are 5 Parts, which do
net all oorrelate highly with each other or with the
Bum of the Parts. it is possible that one of these
parts may correlate more highly with ohracter than
the sum, whifih has been considered up to this point.
The 74 cases £a the following table are those for
which there are 2 or more character analyses.
Table lo. Correlation of fiaw Character Scores.
iO. of
k.ith ijld Testament
r
aw .041
Gat
260
n tt ft
.064 74
..ith Uew Testament .104 .04* 256
(i n ti jm .070 74
With ethical Judgment .099 .^41 260
n n n
.162 .076 74
with ethical knowledge .161 .041 260
with iieligious Ideas ,0i»b .042 260
..ith 5um ox all 5 Parts .15£ .042 256
IS n n it ti is
.to 79 .067 74
..ith one exception, there is no relation
certainly evidenced between character scores and single
parts of the iGiOwledge Test. In only three of those
oases is r as much as 4 times the In two oi the
three it would have to be 6 ti.es the Mb to be
significant at all. The comparatively high correlation
between character a.,d jld Testament scores is striking.
Bat it appears only when 74 cases are considered. .hen
8&-
&11 £60 cases ent^r in, the correlation fTninmire.
In vie* of this, we can not be sure that the r of
»*»33 Is more than a coincidence, peculiar to the sc all
grGup.
Character in bp id tc be net a unit out a
very coeplex sues (57). Tn view of ths?t p rerrrpc no
more correlation oould be expected than has been obtained
when cher: cter is t^ken se e whole, h few character
tri-ite were selected to be correlated singly with
with knowledge scores.
The firat selection wes iters "k
t which reads:
tSmlM to lead others." It had been noticed thr t pupils*
ecoree varied considerably core on thir iteE then on
some others, apparently teachers did not consider it a
slight to ;r? de a person low in leadership- so Ion-- as
they rated ther hi,jh in honesty, etc.; or else they
had paid core attertion to leedership qualities in
their pupils; or it ray be easier to rate a subject on
leadership than on sotse other traits.
Kot only web there &ore of a varUtim. (range)
in scores or. t' is iter, bat the scores ©re Htff
relif-ble than the s vera 30 of all ^OftM*. The cor-
relation between the averages of all items given by
different judges to the sere perrons was only .404
(*".".
.0^5) Ml gtwn above f pr> ge 59). The correlation
between the ratings on item *U assigned by different
84-
judges to the saise individuals is .656 (r.^. .0;g}
.
thus it has a definite!,' higher reliability than the
average eharaoter score. Iter. #1 reads j "Sot easily
led by others into questionable or wrong things .*
Iteess #1 and #4 correlated with knowledge scores gave
the following figures? (knowledge percentile ranks
sere used instead of raw scores).
Table 17. Knowledge Percentile ^anks and single
Character Items.
Iten #1 •*»
P.?!.
.061
Kq. of cases
75
Iter £h .306 .071 75
Average of all
50 itews •379 .067 7*
The correlation of iter is so low in
proportion to its P.f. that it is doubtfully reliable.
The correlation of iteas 41 is sufficiently reliable to
be sure of a srall correlation between judges 1 estimate
of that quality in this ;?roup and the subjects 1
religious knowledge . Scatter diagrams were trade for
correlation between knowledge percent lie rank* of five
others of the cost promising items, but they all looked
about the same. They showed le r correlation than items
*1 end
In the proceeding discussion of the relation
of character to knowledge, the only correlations
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obtsined which are reliable enough to Infer some
relation are the following.
Table 16. Reliable Correlations between Character and
Knowledge.
No. of
(1) Average raw character scores
and raw total knowledge scores
r
•375
P.5.
.067
cases
(2) Character end knowledge,
both in percentile ranks
.063 73
<3> Old Ter:tarent scores and
average raw character scores J> TP » ,o$k 7*
W Knowledge percentile ranks
fend Iteis #1 of character
.^59 .061 75
A critloism ©ay be raised for using so few cases. This
procedure has been followed as a scouting or exploring
device. Little significance is attached to the results
except to indicete where it would be worth while t
explore further. In most oases, the scouting process
showed the situation unpromising for further probing
with the data at hand. The correlations above
niiir.bered fl) and (3) are reduced below .20 when W&&
cases are used, thus Baking the real correlation un-
certain, out not disproved, for tfea low correls tiers
are cot reliable with 256 cases. The evidence ic about
sufficient to base a theory that there is a constant,
but low, correlation between religious knowledge and
character. But the evidence gives little tangible
support to that theory.
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Another way In which the relation of knowl-
edge and character tf.s r.tudied is by the nethod of
quartiles* The Individuals were divided into four
groups, as nearly equal as possible, on the lie gig of
their attains* nt in religious knowledge, as repre-
rented by the total scores tec knowledge. Titv in
each suartils, the individuals sere then classified
by character scores.. The fallowing table represents
the distribution resulting.
Table 13 • Knowledge ^artiles and Character Scores.
r>j&r-
tile
range
of
kno.7l-
ed,je
scores
8 h e r t c t e r cores
.so
9^-125
64-77
I-63
Totai<F)
8b&*Z&* I • 6l- 2.01- 2*41- 2.81-WgU ' .61- Total
20 1.60 |2.00
9
MS
3
6
5
17
2.50
3
10
m
*3
3.20
15
11
10
5
to
3.50
20
Id
12
£7
6.00
21
20
16
20
77
(r)
65
66
S3
260
In this tabie, an abrupt drop is noticeable
In the highest knowledge ou?;rtile below the score of
WsM in chsrrcter. It is also to bo remarked that in
the lowest Qusrtils there are a considerable nurher
who scored high in chare oter. Other pointa of
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dlfference will be brot out better by the next table
anion shows less detail.
Table 20. Knowledge ^uartiles and ^hrraeter Scores.
Qutrtile
range of Character Scores
krowledge Totai
scores .1*1-2.80 2.8UU0C (F)
90-125 10 56 66
13 52 65
S0£
&U77 26 |Q 66
39^
1-63 26 37 63
Total (r) 75 185 260
29^ 71
A distinct correlation between kro^ledt? and
character is observable here. £5** of those in the
highest qiiartile scored 2.31 or Rore in character. In
tne lowest quartile only 39"* ocored 2 .Si or sbove in
character. The second and third Quertiles are inter-
mediate, but there ie core difference between the 2nd
and 3rd quartiles than b fcweei; the 1st and 2nd
;
and 3rd
and 4th. The first and second are so iruch alike and
the third and fourth ac Kuch alike, that the pairs say
well be adaed together, ^iviaj the following tabls.
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Table 21. Oorr.parieon of Knowledge Scores and Character
'Scores.
^ange of
knowled >e
scores 1.2.so IdCfcJMB
i OXCI
(r)
7S-125
m 106$2^> 131
1-77 &40* oC^ 129
Total (F)
29^ 71^
26c
The plain deduction froc these figures Is that If the
knowledge score fells In the lower range (1-77), almost
nothing Is indicated regarding probable character score.
The chances are only 60 out of 100 that the chsractor
ecore will be cr-ore than 2.50. If an individual scores
7?—125 I* knowledge, the cbenoes are $2 out of 100 in
thic group that his character ecore will be above 2.SC.
The clair: is well justified thet this group is a fair
ssrsrle of Sunday school pupils, but one can not infer
what wo ild be the situation In n -ro\r including all
kinds of pupils.
ftlsc this tcble suggests thst knowledge of
the kind represented here ie not always (if ever) a
cfcuseof high chare cter, but in eotretimes only e con-
coeitrnt of high cheructe • $ot often is a hl ;rh knowl-
edge score a concomitant of a low character score. On
the other hand, a low knowledge ecore is often
accompanied by a high character score. There are aoee
high character scores thst are not accounted for b
knowledge. It would at pear that whether or not knowl-
edge le ever the cause of high character, hi
c
--h
character ie ©otsetiraee caused by something else.
The results ?,re similar *hen V e cases are
arranged in quartiles both according to knowledge scores
and according to character scores. The method is
described in some detail on page 71. Table 22 Hvcs a
tabulation of the quartilles.
Table 22. ouprtlle ^l^.ceBer.t of character Scores and
ynot?ledge '^cores.
1 2 3
~uar- To. Tor- ^ua r- nup.r- n^ar- Total Point
tile of feet tile tile tile mis- rris-
range cases corres— sis* stla— r.is— place— place-
of pond- place- place— place- meat cent
knowl- once Kent Bent Kent
edge
scores
90-125 66 16 21 19 10 50 m
65 19 36 10 $6
64-77 66 Ik 36 16 52 6S
27-^ 63 24 13 11 15 39 69
Total 260 73 106 56 25 167 282
25* Perfect Correspondence 262 Toint iiiapl&cecent
There le little correspondence here. The
cases arc aleost easily distributed. The greatest
correspondence is again in the lowest quprtile as in
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Table 1$. 2k or 3S< of those in the lowest ousrtile in
knowledge &re in the lowest qu&rtlle in oharaoter aleo.
This is slightly better than 25f3. there would be 25^
perfect correspondence if the correlation were sero.
Thia sustains the results obtained by correlation.
The character analyses by the four best
Judges, selected as described on ps^e 77, were cor-
related with knotslRd^e scores. The coefficient of
correlation is .3#6. The P*S« being .061, the corre-
lation is reliable. This ia the highest coefficient
of correlation obtained between total knowledge scores
- nd character. The others are repeated here for
cojrparieon:
Table 23. Scrrel-tion between Total Knowledge Scores
and Character °coree.
r
256 complete esses, unselected .153
7^ cases, two or more anclyses
of each irdU'idual .379
S9 caeec, analyses of the four
beet judges »3^°
This tends to confirm the correUti n of .379 obtained
before and to Indicate that inaccuracies of character
analyses caused the low correlation in 256 oases. ^9
cases are 00 few as not to establish the relation
surely, but tc give a strong indication of it.
These £9 oases just referred to were tested
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also by erranging thes in cuartiles. Table 41 gives
the resulting correspondence.
Table 24. ftorreer ondence oetween Knowledge Scores and
?herectcr Hcores by 9est Judges.12 3Ou-r- To. Per- "unr- Puar- nuar- Total point
tile of feot tile tile tile els- rsic-
ranje cases corres- iris- nis- mis- place- tlace-
of pond- 'lace- place- place- sent cent
Kno»l- ence sent sent cent
cd^
scores
9^-121 22 11 g 3 2 11 18
82-93 23 5 12 18 2k
70-81 22 2 15 5 20 25
22 7 15 15 15
Total 89 25 48 14 2 64 82
2c
1/ Perfect ^orree^ondenoe 82 -oint ''ieplaeersent
It sill be obeerved that the Perfect ^orre-
sponcience ic not Irr.je, cut that the 3 quartile ^'is-
placement tl very small. The correspondence la ti e
second ouartile ic scarcely core than if the cases
; d oeen ec-ually distributed thruout. In the t ird
qucrtile the correspondence ir cll.jhtly nc,;ct.iv»; thftt
is, it ic less than it would be if the oasss were
equally distributed . These figures represent rang*,
but real correspondence.
In coBp^rison to "partils placement when 260
cases are used (nee T*ble 22,) the perfect correspond-
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ence is the enre per centage. The Totrl
-isi: la cedent
le exactly the MM per centage (7?*) of the nurrber
of cases. The ^oint Vispla recent la little lower
in Teble24 In proportion to the cases. The only
concr icucus difference is I big drop in the 3 'Martile
Misplacement, fror 10' (25 cases) to 2*. (2 cases).
There is nore correspondence therefore when the analyses
by the four best judges, only, are used.
Altho intelligence and knowledge seem to have
so little relation to character, ther 1 ic yet a possi-
bility of discovering further relation thru the data st
hand. <ltho a person with a large supply (resource)
of religious knowledge does rot seer to have necessarily
proportiona tely decireble traits of character, may it
be b cause of lack of intolligence? fttnilarly when
lack of knowledge in acooKranied by high character, nay
t'-.e lack be cor- en oat -J '"or b. intelligence?
This was tried out as a theory by various
corbin&tions of kneeled ge scores end intelligence
quotients. To combine the© properly, it wes necessary
tG convert thee into coops rable unite. This was done
by the percentile mi method, deeeribed .briefly on
page 75« IThen this wes done, the following correlations
eero obtained «?ith character scores.
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Table 25. Correlation of rrharacter "cores with
Coirbinfetione of I."?.»s and
Knowledge decree.
Let I otsnd for k: owled^e percentile ranks &nd I f r
I.Q. percentile rani: 3. Correlations with I and I
tStiglf '.ire «;iven for comparison.
H) K+I
B) 2K+I
2K-I
H) r
1
K; I constant
If I constant
K
T>) 2K4-I
R) 7
I
Tftien percentile rsrJuj aro used for character,
thea-<j figures show a perclL*toRt increae* in correlation
vit* 7. Put KM inorsf. <•<> ic not sufficient tv anke
further use of character percentile ranks profit'-bl?.
Only 5 °- qerrelaticne (those aerked V)
hfcve r»s sufficiently l*X$if than the r.ir.'e to be at
ail reliable, 7o significant change takes piece ir the
coefflolent of correlation by any coabln?tion of 7 and
r
.401 .066
To, of a? see
.^13 .06$ 73
• 3^1
.
r
•293
.070
meg
.072
73
73,
73
) Avers c*e
1 raw
charactsr
scores
.310 .071 73!
.011
-332 73!
.350
•3^3
.070
.070
73) Lowest rat-
) ingo in
73) character
scores
.^39
.211
.063
.075
73i
73!
7*1
character
peroenti le
ranks
I rank which wos tried. It see^s as if the possi-
bilities were pretty th^roly explored.
Knowledge arreafa to be a l«r^er factor
than intelligence. This is the conclusion of ^rtshorne
pnd ">y fps^e£6)» nut the correl'-t ion with intelli-
gence ranks is too unreliable to constit-at^ HOl r-.ore
that a guess.
After all, the character analyses ere so
unrsli&ole (see pc..<e 64) thfet if a high correlation
were obtained, there would be no certainty that it was
real. There cjsy or sray not be a real correlation which
is ooscured by the Inaccuracy of the character riata.
If there is a correlation between knowledge or intelli-
gence and character it probably is not high. If it
were high, sor.s core definite correlation would probably
be evident in spite of the large probable error of
character data.
CHAPTER V.
8$tt*XT AJfD COlfOLDSIOBS
Summary
the following is the order of reliability
of the five Parts of the Knowledge Test ss Indicated
by their coefficient of reliability, derived from
self-correlation.
Table 38. Reliability of Knowledge Test
Coefficient of Reliability
Ethical Judgment .889
Ethical Knowledge .883
Old Testament .873
Mew Testament .783
Religious Ideas .831
The validity of the Parts of the Knowledge
Test as represented by their correlations with their
sua as a oriterlon is as follows!
Table 37. Validity of Knowledge Teat.
r with sum of all five P. E.
Ethical Judgment
Ethical Knowledge
Jfew Testament
Old Testament
Religious Ideas
.870 . 010
.814 . 013
.804 • 014
.766 '016
.687 .081
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2aar ititoMU^ and validity ae indicated by 2hules
i-6 and L7 are la the sa&o order except that old re&ta-
aeat .jud :ie,; 4*0* lament uj4.0ha.ijc ^lacst.
For relative ooateut of intclll^e.'ioo ia-
voivu- I.i the arts of the /jiowledge lest the order
JiAle fct. JorreJ tion of x. . •« i.itu arte
of the .v.owledje lest.
r
• 4*9
isUHi of all five Parts .41i,
„u«ieal Judgment .4J1
JLd Dostudent .^so
^e» lee lament jm . 91
hel%ioa£, ideas ..41
jSie Character -uuil^see are uaeatiU'eetoiv M
to reliability. Xheir reliability is beet indicated
by Uta correlation between the average scores jiven by
uiffarea t jad^cfi to the saute iadlvidual. Jhc coeffici-
ent of this oorrclatio.i is ,4j4. ifcis gives a couffiei-
eat of i-oliabiiit,/ of ,4;,4 for oae aaalyalej .576 for
thy average of t aaalysoe; .671 for the average of *
aaalytes. rae 74 oatoL i. unieh two or more analyses
were obtainea for i,aeu hidividual
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glve therefore ouch more reliable scores by averaging
the scores by different judges.
&>me of the sore important explanations of
the unreliability of the character analyses are the
following:
(1) The behavior of a given person varies
greatly.
(3) A judge narks differently at different tines.
(3) Different people have very different
experiences with the sane person.
(4) Most judges dislike to give low scores.
(5) Altho character traits are very specific,
a judge tends to let his general impression
of the subjects character as a whole color
his grade on each trait.
Some judges give evidence (Table 8) of being
ouch no re discriminating than others, and therefore
of making more accurate character analyses.
The relation between knowledge and
intelligence is the largest of the three. The data
being more reliable in these t«o factors, the results
are much more certain. The relation is not vory large
and yet prominent. It Is expressed by the coefficient
of correlation between the tno, which is .413. This
coefficient and the other coefficients given in
Table 38 agree with the results of Hartshorns and Hay
-S8-
desoribed on page 31; They found the usual
correlation to be around
.50, but to vary from .145
to
.883, according to the test. Intelligence la
either a help to acquiring religious knowledge; or
else the tests test intelligence to a moderate degree;
or else religious knowledge and intelligence are
merely somewhat concomitant.
A slightly smaller relation is apparent
between religious knowledge and character. This is
indicated when oases are selected which have more
accurate character analyses than the average. The
correlation obtained thus is nearly .40. T^hen all
available cases are used, the relation is obscured.
( a*about .10) Apparently it is obscured by the
less accurate character scores. But one can not be
positive that the correlation of almost .40 is not
characteristic of that small group, only. On toe
whole, the greater likelihood is that .40 is nearer
the true correlation.
Other experimenters have obtained
contradictory results, sometimes finding no relation,
and then again finding as large a correlation as
-99-
-.537 between ethical knowledge and dishonesty.
(The sign would be reversed for the relation
between ethical knowledge and honesty.) (see Page
£6 ). The experiment moat like the present is that
by Hartshorne and May (page 26). They obtained no
correlation between ethical knowledge and teachers'
ratings. The results of this research agree better
with the results they obtained with objective
performance tests (p. 26).
The evidence as to whether character is the
causa of knowledge or visa versa is scarcely tangible.
The correlations between I.Q. , s and character
scores are so low that there are not enough oases to
rsake the coefficient reliable. The correlation seems
to be below .30, altho one coefficient of more than
.30 was obtained in a group selected for its more
accurate character analyses. The usual results here
do not agree with the results of other experimenters.
They almost always obtained a definite relation.
Sometimes it was a negative relation, which means an
increase of intelligence with a decrease of
character. Hartshorns and May, however, find the
relation to be usually positive. The evidence
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obtalnad in this research is that the relation Is
very low, but positive; th*t is t thnt highly eharaoter
tends vary slightly to accompany hither intelligence,
fhether intelligence tends to raise the ehar?»cter, or
whether they are merely concomitant without any cause-
effect relation it is impossible to infer.
The lack of reliable coefficients of corre-
lation between intelligence and character render it
impossible to draw any inferences from partial
correlation.
Other factors not measured in this
research are probably Important and probably play a
large part la the development of character.
Quartlie studies confirmed the above
conclusions at every point.
Conclusions
1. Pe^arding tests used la this research.
The Knowledge Test wis satisfactory oa the
whole, but Part y» dealing with religious conceptions
can be much improved. The quo ations ia this Part
were oa the whole too easy. (3ee p. 51 ) A aew
test needs to be built up with questions that are on
the average more difficult. The questions ought to
form a scale of more or less steady gradation from
-1L1-
moreto less difficult, in view of the scarcity of
tests of religious conceptions, several equivalent
fbrms ought to be developed, sad standarised.
Accordingly, as a step tn this direction,
two forms of such a test have been prepared as a part
of the conclusion of this study. The questions
used in Part V have for the most part, been retained
and separated into two halves approximately equal In
difficulty. Hew questions were devised, intended
to be more difficult. Thus the number of questions
was made up to 50, <i5 in each form. These forms are
both included in the Aopendix.
The weakest point in this research has been
the character analysis. The fault is by no means
wholly in the type of blank or rating scale used, but
it needs to be revised. Accordingly an "Improved
Character Analysis*1 was prepared. A copy is to be
found in the Appendix. It embodies the recommenda-
tions given on page 20. Items 1-6 are quoted or
adapted from the Character Analysis used in this
research. In their original form, these six items
gave a composite score which correlated .93 with the
score made up from all 50 of the items. In the
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"laproved Character AnnlyelR", the nurabar of the
Items ie reduced to six, because six gave almost the
ease reeultn as 50, and beonuse the smaller number
would save the tine of Judges, orobably enabling
then to give acre oarefuT. discriminating
attention to each iten. The iteae selected irere
some of thoee rated as rsoet important by ohassell
and Upton ( 52> ) and soae of the roost iraportant
original items.
The grades were changed, omitting from
the lower end of the scale and adding 5 to the
higher end. This woe done because of the evident
great reluctance of a judge to give anyone a 0, even
when the directions stated that it meant "distinctly
deficient rt not wholly lacking in the trait. Follow-
Freyd*
ing the suggestion of^the iteas were so worded that
the highest grade is now always the most desirable.
This Introduces an added difficulty in making up a
composite score, but the difficulty is not great.
A seventh item has been added as a check on
validity. If the six items combined correlate high
with the seventh, the six are fairly indioatlve of
rtprevd. M. the Graphic Rating Scale, jour. ^duc.
Psych., Vol. 14 U92&J, 8Sff-
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oharactsr nil a whole. The likelihood that this
will be the o?;ee is proved toy the high correlation
(•93) of these six itene in their original form
with the whole 50 ltens.
Haxtshome has recommended that the
reliability of character rating can be increased by
giving a longer, wore detailed description of types,
and asking the judges to indicate which description
fflost nearly fits the individual being rated. The
present author has not adopted this plan in his
Improved Character Analysis because very often no
such description seems to fit a given person. The
one that eases nearest to fitting is bowetimes
distinctly not true of a given Individual in
certain respects.
The suggestion has been wade that judges
be instructed carefully how to make out character
analyses. Arlitt and Dowd ( 24 ) report that it
does not increase the reliability, ait Hartshorns
recommends it, and the result of judges' ratings in
this study (shown in Table 8) wake a strong case for
the advisability of instructing judges. In this
research, they were not instructed. In preparing
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judgea to rate subjects In character, they ought to
be warned against halo effects, and the tendency to
mack too hiprh, not using the lo^r end of the scale.
They ought to be inntruoted regarding the norsal
probability curve, and confronted with the question
ae to whether their respective groups merit being
rated so that the average of the group will be above
the general average*
3. Thq 'Slgnlfl canoe of the delation between
Knotyledfle. Intelligence, anl Character.
General character depends little on
Intelligence, Since few who belong la the lowest
quartHe in I. Q. (fable 12 ) are in the first or even
second quartile in Knowledge, the less intelligent
probably can not analyze an ethical situation clearly
and understand so well its imol lostlone. But since
persons low in I. Q. often score high In character
(fable 12 ), other factors, perhaps hablt3, guide
thea somewhat to right conduct. The ability to take
In mentally the ethics Involved appears to be not
always necessary to right conduct. f*ich a conclusion
is further supported by the noderate, not high
correlation between knowledge and character. It would
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follow from this that when the right act required a
full understanding of the lrapl loot ions of a
complicated situation, the more intelligent would
he able to partoxm nore ethically. The results of
this research do not by any means prove this
conclusion, but they lead distinctly to this line of
reasoning.
31nee general character depends so little
upon intelligence, it is very doubtful if eugenics
or any other nrograa by which it is purposed to
raise the Intelligence of the race would have more
than a slight effect on morality. The present
research deals rith a very United range of
character. Bit studies of deliquents and criminals
indicate the sans thing. In sons groups, in-
telligence correlates positively and la sows groups
negatively with character. Gbnseouently sorae other
factors may be the determinants, or intelligence
nay be found on further investigation to correlate
highly with certain traits of character tho not with
others. In that case, a higher average intelligence
of the race ralght raise certain aspects of norality
-1C6
and not affect, ox even lower eooa other*.
From the point of view of an employer, an
intelligence teat oan guide him in some way* outside
the sphere of this thesis. So far, researches have
not disclosed anything of importance to an employer
that can be inferred from an I. OU regarding an
applicant's character. Knowledge tests like those
used in this research oan be used to discriminate
between groups, but not to single out individuals as
to character. There jfort religious knowledge tests
at present do not discriminate sufficiently as to
character to foe of use to employers.
The moderate relation between intelligence
and religious knowledge brings out nothing unusual.
Intelligence is a help in acquiring religions
knowledge which is in turn a help to character. The
more intelligent oan go farther than the less
intelligent in assimilating religious knowledge.
The correlation of .40 more or less between
religious knowledge and I.Q.*o disprove? any likeli-
hood and that this religious Knowledge rsst is
really mostly an intelligence test. Because knowledgs
doss not correlate with intelligence is not
-1C7-
neoesearily a moof that intelligence tests do a>t
test knowlcdgs. If Intelligence tents are somewhat
a tent of knowledge as some claim, intelligence nay
be even a snailer factor than a correlation of
•40 would indicate.
There is no way yet devised to determine
whether knowledge is the result of character, or
character the result of knowledge, or whether they
are only concomitant. If knowledge 'fere the result
of character, it would rasan that ;$>oi i#eople a not made
so by knowledge, ^ant to know about right and wrong,
because they are good. This would be indicated as
probable if all (or nearly all) the best people
(those who scored hiflfo in character) had a high
score in knowledge; it '?ould be indicated if those
who scored \qw in character were various in
knowledge. But whet slight indication there is in
Table 19arguee the other way.
If character is the result of knowledge,
all (or nearly all) »*ho score high la knowledge ought
to score high in character; but those who have little
knowledge night be various in character. Soreetimes
something else night produce a high character, but
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no one, or few, with a high degree of knowledge would
have a low character. **hat slight Indication there is
either way in table 19 points in this direction.
Tables 18 and 19giwe a slight indication
that religious knowledge is a positive factor
favoring the right kind of character. This agrees
with the researches of others. There is no evidence
discovered In this study contrary to this
conclusion.
The correlation between different Parts
of the Knowledge Test and character scores is so
slight that with no larger nuaber of oases, (360),
no conclusion can be drawn as to which kind of
religious knowledge affects character most or least.
Either a larger correlation would have to be found by
more accurate character ratings, or else a great many
cases would be neoess ry to obtain reliability for
bo low a coefficient of correlation. The apparently
higher correlation between character scores and
knowledge of the Old Testament when only 74 eases
are used om not be relied on. The greater aocuracy
of the character scores is not sufficient to
compensate wholly for the small number of cases.
But this possibility Is worthy of further study with
additional data.
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The relation, as wall as can be discovered,
between knowledge and charaoter la not a very close
one. Consequently It would seem as if a change in
educational policy were needed, wft have been preced-
ing on the assumption that religious knowledge were
the means of developing good character, ®e have
been concentrating on imparting religious knowledge
as if it were the greatest influence. This seems to
be a false assumption. The faculty member who
wanted to have a course in «huraanios rt would probably
find it ineffective. To make it effective, very
advanced ethics would have to be taught, or else
those 'Jiho do not know the simple truths about right
and wrong <w>uld have to be singled out and required
to take the course. Other researches have
demonstrated and this research upholds the hypothesis
that many who know well what is right do not do as
well as they know.
For the same reason, it would appear that
church schools have not been directing their efforts
in the best way when they have simply imparted knowl-
edge to such a preponderating degree. Public schools,
likewise, can not expect much from their courses in
ethics unless they find ouplls who actually do not
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know wh*t la right and instruct then. Even so,
some other meime might be more effective la
developing desirable character.
Sons other factor or factors seen to play
a larger part in character than knowledge, ^hat
that factor or those factors are is not a part of
this research. Some modem educators believe that
character is best developed by drill or practice in
right conduct, whereby right habits are formed, This
research at least indicates that knowledge and
intelligence are neither singly nor together
large factors. Thus it is consistent with this
theory of education.
3. Objects suggested for Research.
Many problems arose incidentally in this
research for which there was no solution available.
All of the research that has been done in this field
has not penetrated far. There is almost no end to
the research which needs to be done and would require
only slight variations from the procedure here
followed. Different groups of subjects, different
tests, and many subdivisions of the field present
many problems ihlch need to be studied. Some of
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the more prominent nrobleras suggestive for research
are listed here:
Testing the two forms of teste of Religious
Ocneeptions built front the test used in
this study. Evaluating them, revising
then further, and then standardizing then.
Testing the Irenroved Character Analysis for
reliability and validity.
Experiments in the effect of instructing judges
upon the reliability of character ratings.
The influence of the home on character as
ooBpared with the influence of knowledge
on character.
The development of some measure of home in-
fluence on character.
Development of tests of specific character
traits other than honesty, trust-
worthiness, etc.
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The relation of knowledge and intelligence to
specific character traita.
The influence of music, art, knowledge of
history, sociology, etc. on character;
especially on specific traits.
Development of a test of especially difficult
ethical situations to see if it muld
correlate highly with intelligence.
Development of tests of religious knowledge for
children under ten years of age.
Development of tests of religious knowledge
scaled to ages from *hlch could be
figured a religious knowledge quotient
comparable to the intelligence quotient
to use in grading church schools.
The religious knowledge of criminals.
The religious knowledge of deliquents.
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t?53T as? mum <mc?s*n<m
8y *. C. lapmr ?ora l.
...Bat*.....
Tour age last birthday.. fbat day school grade have 70a
(aaapleted?
jjafflTlInt **• answer shieh expresses your 0Pl3If». If yoa have no
opinion la a given case.osdt that question.
1. Zs it worth »htle to do right, whether of not
there la a life beyond?.... .................... ........ lea So
2. Xa there a fata** life?... fee Ho
3. Are there reward* aad -Yaaishaeais after death? Yea la
%• Boes ted know all about oar deed*?..... fee So% Boss Sod punish ororyone who doea wrong?.... Yaw So
6. Can one obtain ted*a forglveaeas far whatever
wrong he dees?........
. Tea la
?9 Doea ted keep from all ham in this life one who does
right?. ........ Tea la
<5, tee* ted 'a forgiven*** necessarily prevent fartliar
suffering of eensoqueans* far wrong daaa?.. ............ Tea ae
9« Do** prayer ever give ue strength?..................... Tea la
10, tee* prayer help ua to do our teat?.. ............ ...... Tea Bo
11, Bo*a prayer help a* to understand what
we ought to do? Tea Sa
12, tea* prayer soesottaes persuade ted?.................... Tea *o
tee* ted answer every prayer?.. Tea So
Oaghi we to follow our caaseieneos In
deciding what to do?....... Tea Se
la the Biale free from error?......... Tea So
. Are aeaw part* of the Bible awre authoritative
than other*? Tea Ho
1?, tees the teat of the Bible give ua a
good guide to right living?.. • Tea 36
IS. Is ted alsdghty, i«e. can he do whatever he thinks beeiTTee So
19. Xa ted with a* at all tlraea?.... .« 7«* So
20. Can an Ignorant person be Joct a* good a Christian
a* aa educated person, other thing* being equal?. Tea a*
a. tee* faith in ted help to make stronger man aad women?. Tea la
22. tee* everything that happen* happen because
ted wills it so?.. ............... **
23. Be we werahip ted la order to please Hiss?. .............Yea la
2&. Are our liwe* all deteradaed for ua by ted without
oar pew«r of ehoioe?. *«» Se
25. Bid ted long ago finish his work of creating
the universe?... »«••«• •••.••••«•*••••••••*•««•••••••••• «hM *
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rkligiotts cobcbpticbb
"'ona 2.
Your age last birthday.. .Day school grade you have oaapletea....
Underline the answer which expressed yawp OriUI If you hare so
opinion in a given ease, oadt that question.
1* Dee* tied love each individual? Tea So
2. Beet God tare all individual* equally? Yes So
I. Dees Sod sish ue to help ether people?,. Ye* So
*** Bee* Oed wish us to do right?... ................... ...... Yes So
5* If ens know* the right, can one always obtain the
power to do the right instead of the wrong?.. Tea Be
&• Son* Sod** power in the world work to sake thing* better
and happier?
, Tea fa
7. Doe* Oed express himself is everything that is good
and beautiful.. Tea Be
8* B1H prater, if properly used, obtain whatever ene waata? Tea So% Is the life which J\,eu3 taught oad exets.llfied
the kind of life all ought to live?;......... Tea Bo
Id* Boos Sod*a forgiveness assure one of freedom from
punisJjaeat after death?................... ........ ....... Tea Be
II. Has God predestined that sotst aen bo sinners? Ye* Bo
12. Can one wan dees wrong aousUaes escape poMsh-
sent in any fora?. Yea Ko
13. Can one bo saved frea punishtaeat In the future life
and assured of going to heaven by isore confession of
Christ? Tes le
lK X* the Sible inspired by Oed?......... M Yea Be
15. Are all part* of the Bible equally inspired by ik»d?...... Yes Bo
lS« Doe* God have seas work which he wants each person to do? Yes BO
if. Does God ewer cause pain or suffering? Yes Be
IS. Doss prayer sake any change in God? Yes So
19. Dae* Ood grant ev< ry prayer? Tee Bo
20. Is anyone store like Ood than Joan* ia?..... Tea Bo
21. Does eae*s soul bseoae perfect as aeon as it
enters the future life?..... Tea Bo
22. Doss Ood coraEMtaioate with -oeople as ouch now as
in Bible tis»s? Tea Be
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vmcnm mamm a-iawsis.
Sane of *u»J«ci. ioa« of teachar
1 2 3 H 5 are the grades; 5 i» «*p*rtorj 3 I* average* X u
distinctly deficient. The statenants are so worded that
the Ld-iher score is w» always desirable, if, la so? ease,
yea hare no way whatever of Judging a gives quality, please
sisply salt that itssw
iHiil
fends to lead others.
3. Inclined to prevaricate or lie who* the troth would
he to his disadvantage.
3* States disparaging remarks sad sneers or laughs at
ethers.**
.....H. Courteous in aaaaer. speech* etc.
.....5« I*eta his attention la class wander.
•••••6. Respect these la authority, including parents aad
teaehert.*
7* Character taken as a whole.
* qaeted from "aBphaslslag Sshits and Attitudes of Christian
Citlseaship* by Josephine L. Baldwin ( )•
** Adapted froa «A Scale for Ssawariag the lapertaaee of
Habits of Good CitiseasMp* »y S. a. Optoa sad
C. ?. Chassell ( )•
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Old Xthieal Total
W9B9B§ Wmtimmti^HH,^ *»»*aw»C*«— Jadaasat
tjsi us® psra, to mi oar wm <a wm nsoonm blai spacjs.
2. Male or female 3. Tsar age last birthday
fc« Sum of City 3. Saw* of Chureh School
6, sihat day*-school year or grade bare you cearolstsd?
7. Is roar Sunday School organised with officers?
S. So* assay years have you actually attended Sunday School?.
9. Bos may months ham you attended a $eok>»Bay Keligleus
School?
3D. 5o you bars Faadly worship la year heme? Fj^al&*ly_
^rH**"; Seidoa
,
.Jtersr,,
IS© THKSI INSTRUCTIONS OUONUX,
Oa the aest throe pages are twenty-five iaeawroiets
sentences about persoaa aad greats la the Old Testaaaat.
Iaaa&lately faliasing each iasesplete saatsace are four possible
answers, ealy one of ahich will couplets the saataace correctly,
lead eaeh inoosgslete statenc&t aad the fear possible answers
waxy carefully, aad after choosing the answer you are sure will
eeseplete the stateaeat correctly* place aa X ia front of that
answer.
asj^z^s.
1. Soah aas the builder of the tabernacle.
the walls of Jerusalen. the ark. She TSapl*.
2. In the Scriptures ee read that Jonah wee told by Jehovah to
throw the eaptala of the 3hip overboard,
go to the city of Siaerah aad preach against Its wickedness
cast his act late the sea so that he sight catch the gre-t
row hard so as to get to dry land. (fish.
3. The Children of Israel wandered forty years in the wilderness
their leader, asses* did not know the way out. (because
they likad that Mad of life bettor than living la cities,
the people la Canaan wanted n»ro sonsy for their land
thin the Israelites wore willing to pay,
they failed to trust Jehovah aad obey his coracand.
Work carefully, hut do not" study too long on any one Question.
If you aark aa X before the wrong answer by mistake, place aa
before It showing that it is to be omitted, and then place
an X la the correct place*
C. 5. Sxam Alpha, Tern ?
1. The Mblieal stray of the emU<a of the world it told Is
the book oft ^.JScvelaUan
,
Chronicle*
_/tets
2. fhm Offering which Abel tmde to Jehovah was
stolen by Jacob .^jsceepted by the priests of Baal
destroyed by Gala. pleasing tato Jehovah.
3. The* Job rag affiletod, ho
lost filth ia Sod. __jsaated to curse God and die,
washed serrea times ia a river.
aaldL*Thoagh he slay aw, yet will X trust la hi*,*
U. Shorn faool was taking leave of her daughters-isr-law on her
retorn to Sethi^hes, Bath sotdt
- *I will arise aad go to ay father,'*
«T«hither thou goes! X will go,*
"Coofi thoa with us aad wo will do thae good,**
_*fho Lord bless Thee aad keep thee."
5* Abraham was different from his neighbors ia tost ho
lived la toasts,
was a keeper of cattle,
worshipped one god,
liked to novo from plane to plane,
6, Isaac and Jacob were
.brothers,
,
father aad sob,
,
no rel&tlos
,
ancle aad nephew,
7, t>od told Abraham to
load the people over the Red Sea,
build the ark, _3acrlfioe his son,
have Xaaae aaaiated king,
2. .<hen Joseph ruled over %ypt« ho
made too people tasks brisks without straw,
bought up earn for himself,
ruled wisely, let the people starve,
9, Ptoses received the Tea Oooaaadaents froa Got
before he led the children of tarool out of gypt,
when he was ea Mt, Hebo.
after they had reached the Premised Zand,
durliv: the forty years of saaderiag ia the wilderaes*.
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10* Urn d*«i*oyisa tbo otoao taKteta aoatainia/, the
^ajfel cMIiPw of Israel *id dtsob.*?**
MM* the |mt|)'ilii malft art ofea? ta» Uu
;:4»%*d to «*• lan Msaalf
Ifet tfe* lass wears tas hasd to obsy
3JU fbsa tb© Israelites sets ia -^t. tin? -^gynttsas
^jU&r-t^ thae so wftll that tb« fseao&tss »9?sr aiatod to
jrilliajBy jswslttmi V** tm^Oltss %» l«.so <t~ ^t
PMi *
_
_
<
_<Wfil4 not MMWpl than to loots Dm flimmli.y
»
13. *^^tbs^jBbtldr«i of^asasl «^araA^%a» ******* **Sll*
ifc. *bil* la tb» fildearasss tha thllim of Xaraal rasliaeti
3od ta «
t„
. taagfls n „<%arafa , tyaaasfnse ^Jlnhnnwili
i§. fbsa th» chlldrea of Israel ass* to *oi kfto on rntoariu
lbs Fi«titd *dOd t&Sf
tsooblo to casta** tee city
to soad dassa #U* frssi tam to bram tba cit?
tbs city wbil* %h* Mag and his soldiers wars
oo8g?l«taly d«*trty«d «s» «i^r (fssstiag
l£, "wiUBi *** of t** loa&w of Israel, sas a
17, Saaasa tola ixw to eoaltt as oared of leprosy by
pttk _siia%a .jujan
IS. SUaba seatossd t**- .auntl* of
iHjfta of l&eoa ^JfUjaa
if* fiaji tea aad bio tbr^ sons am to tastr
a battls with th* rbilUtln**
th» baad of ftevi* sbaa sasl bod trUd to klU
sbaa btdiag la a
30. a«wf was atfo of
_Waj soloaaa jfc*rid
21. Doris* tbo axils, tbft Xsraslitso llvsd la
_irabia _§yria _%yot _JSa*yl*»
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22* *hen Barld bed a e;«nea to kill Sa»l, Bwid
^jKared 3anl*8 life.
/ _ jWBlH him uao>r the fifth rife.
cut off Ms head stth hit saard.
.^.delivered his into the hands af tha Hillisllo.au.
25* She icing «# Israel ija7s<*?iatel? after ItetSd, aos
, :jjyfrsals9W
21*. After the captivity the tsoi&e of the Ja*s at Jerusalem
was rafettilt ay
the Persian*
.tha »£yptlaaa
Jfche Raesas
25. «h» Qaeea of Shahs me to Jersanlsa to risit
SfOFj If you finish Fart X Wore the ties is up read hack
w«r Part I* (Qoeutioas 1-25) to task* sure you ham ansssred
thes correctly. Do not turn to tha neat page until told to do so.
Birtsctlaas for r^rt IHso. On the asset thrmn pages (Pages 5, and
6} are twenty fire iscesRlftt* statamants about parsons and sweats
in tha lew Twstaeieui, lasaediatsly following each Incomplete
statsswat are four poesihle answers, only one of which sill
eosplsta tha statement correctly* Bond each laeoaplnto stateraeat
and the four answers fallowing i* w*ry carefully, and after
choosing the answer you thinfe is right* place an X in front of
that answer.
Ij-aaaales
su Jesus grew up ia the horn of a
n
fiahaisan
^.^jBiirpeat^ar
abeohsrd
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2i, When Jesus was twelve yean old he vent with hi* sarests
to Jerusalem to
_viait at the hoae of liavy and Martha.
._e*taad a wedding at Can*
, .
hear John the Baptist preach
^jfcttead the feaat of the Passover
37* Joseph and Mary, the parents of Jesus, lived at
„J9etNUh«B.
„Jfasareth
23, Jesus chose the Twelve Disciples because
Be was leaeesno,
„,„.ffe needed some one to protest his.
, ,
„
He wished to prepare then to Carry on his work after Bis
_Be wished to hare an audience when he spoke. (death.
29. Shea sent of the disciples asked Jesus for a hlsh position
la his Kingdoa, he told thea that
*yany shall be sailed* hut few chosen.
'
"Service is the test of greatness. -
_J irn,1»err one that asketh reeeiveth,*
"The faithful would hare authority over ten cities,*
39, in the Mount of Transfiguration, Jesus talked with
the devil.
the twelve disciples
Elijah and Hoses
Jamas asd John.
31. The iizpulsiye, impetuous disciple was
John
Zaccheus
, „
,
Peter
32. At Jacob's well, Jesus told the 3aaarltan
that the Jews had no dealings with the ssaritans.
how to worship God.
the story of the asm that had fallen aaesg thieves.
tost he had not found such great faith in Israel,
33, In speaking to the Pharisees, Jesus
praised thea for their honesty.
called thea hypocrites.
told thea they were the salt of the earth,
said, "neither do I eondean thee."
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3*.
35.
3&.
37.
33.
3f.
*o.
Hi
*2.
Jesus gave to his twelve disciples power
to turn water Into Tine.
to rsuave isonntalns
..
„ „
„to rule over the cities in Palestine
to heal the sick
The parable of the talents teaches us that
those with little natural ability have less responsibility
for its use than those with auoh ability.
if one has little ability it 1* best to conceal the fact.
each parson will be held responsible for the use he safes* of his
only those with great ability will be held responsible (ability
*hea the prodigal sou la the parable returned hone, his
elder brother
mmmjOM glad to see him. ,_j»ae angry
ran to aeet Ma, . said. *?ay no what thou owest."
Jeans said the ssomart great coia aahnont is
»Thoa ahalt hate no other Oods before no.*
,,
"Judge not that ye be not Judged.
"
•Search the scriptures.*
lore thy neighbor an thyself.*
After Judas betrayed Jesus, h*
lived to enjoy the aoney he received.
.
returned the soaey and seat out and hanged hlnself
.
took the aoney and laid it at the apostles 1 feet.
put the noney he received In the treasury.
John the Baptist was beheaded by
Bsperor Caesar Augustus
Pontius Pilate.
,.,r
„Gni«nhns.
When sotae parents brought their children to Jesus, the
disciples
„
naked then not to do so.
aade than sit doom in eonpaales
took a boat and went away
received then gladly
peter and John were put in prison because they
rebuked Send
filled Stephen
healed a blind nan at the Beautiful Gate
preached about Christ.
Saul was converted to Christianity on his say to
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U3. Paul was
mmmJi» beloved dlselpU _one of the apostles
,
the first martyr.
....
,
one of the twelve disciples of Jesus.
H4. The first Christian martyr vat
_J5araabas _
r
Paul M .5tephea Jadaa
MS a
.
pahlie a rooaa sltlsen
.native of Damaseua ^J'isaerBsaa of Galilee.
U6. 4 prison keeper in charge of Paul and Silas was
almost persuaded to be a Christian
convwrted to a belief fa Christ
, ,
/tlrea money for releasing than
TBMrilllrv: to listen to them,
U7. Pool said that lore is greater than
faith
w
the gift of prophoey
_ kindness to the poor
, r
the ability to preach
Timothy* the early Christian preaoher, was a friend of
U Paal organised Christina churches la
Asia Minor
—&arp*
50. The Scriptures were explained to an Sthlopian Banuch by
n5Si?
_|-feitthw»
STOP! If you finish Part 2 before time is up, road bask over
pages K 5, and 6. (^ueatioas 26-50} to make sura you hare
answered them correctly, po not turn to page 7 until told to
As so.
Directions for Part 3i On the next three pages are twenty-fire
exercises similar to those In Parts 1 and 2, with the exception
that those statements deal with coral problems. They are to
bo marked like those in Parts 1 and 2.
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ths person who saw * ana cruelly beating a horse »Mch
belonged to his should
no* have interfered hwtsMic the an owned the horae.
hawe reported the natter to the
mmmmp»« whipped the owner of the horse
aliould have tried to nsakn Ma stop
$2. Cheating to school is .Justified
the teanhar is unjust
you are sure the teacher will not find it out.
^.when yon know other pupils are cheating
53* ?he use of a flattering photograph to aid in securing
a position
is wrong without a personal interview
right since it Is the eaployer's business to ask
for an interview
right for if the position is obtained hard work
will nsks up for the deception
Ls wrong sines good looks do not asks a good worker
5U. &ood-will leads to
.....selfishness servies for others
quarreling
—
.jsossip
55. Seligloas conditions in foreign lands should concern us
only when our own country is Christianised
IJ II
only when many of our people travel In those foreign lands,
only when the foreign land is a neighboring country,
whenever there are people la those lands who are not
Christian.
When young people disturb and annoy other people in public
Kl raerely thoughtless and should not be blamed, (places,they are
.^within their rights if they do not disobey any laws
^^eassaittlng a sin of selfishness
excusable for they anat have their fan,
57. When a friend has done wrong* we should
protect hia from punishtsant as far as possible,
cease to call hia a friend
help bin to do the right tMag
,
/call Ms down,**
58. fhen some wrong has bean done* we should
talk a great deal about tee wickedness of the act and the
person who did it*
haws nothing to do with the person who did the wrong,
overlook the act if the person is wealthy and influential.
hate the act but not the person who does it.
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Whea ft boy offers his seat to a lsdy or old person, tlie act
__JLs eaborras 3lag to the person oho takes the seat,
Is disrespectful In publicly •ailing attention to age or
•Ju both eaartesua end Christian (sex.
._JU one for which he should receive a "tip"
Because mday Is said to he aa unlucky day, we should
awold starting an iisportaat piece of work oa mday
follow the tradition regarding the day
.....
..run no risk of having had lash
flake ao distinction between Friday and ether days
We sin
^.oaly when we knowingly choose the wrong
whea our wrong sets are found out.
.when we break the law of Gad
I tji „whea we try to hare a good tins
fe should fwold the use of alcohol la what wa drink because
1* 4a expensive
-
jaany people do not approve of it
It injures our bodies
__jaueh of the alcohol is not properly ssade
Any deed that requires courage to do
mmmjBaj be a bad deed , n iijs a good eaaspie to others
When a street c^r conductor requests the passengers who
are standing la the aisle to stove forward
one should core forward only when the others do
One is not obliged to sore forward if he aaa one of the
last to eater the ear,
one should acre forward aa quickly as possible
one is act obliged to ewe forward if ha wants to stay
One who injures or dNtaees public property is acting
within his rights if he pays taxes
,
la aa unpatriotic manner
courageous to run the risk of getting late trouble
in a patriot!* saaner if the property is old and out of
Zf babies die of iapure ratiIk supply in the neighborhood where
X lira, I should
feel as responsibility is the antter unless Z sell the
milk or aa aa officer of the law*
feel no responsibility unless ay child drinks the milk,
feel that isy responsibility ends if X say seething should
do all la ay power to see that pore adlk is sold (be done.
(where he Is.
(repair.
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6?« ahen one has wronged another
—
J» apology Is rtv0s9 3X-y sines the past can not be recalled
ryiP* *• to forget about It as soon a* possible
confession of the sroag is a sign ef aasJaaaa*
,
an apology Is duo.
48* A AwwUMf Is setter than aa autocracy bacons*
^Jkams are higher ia aa autocracy
._the people have a voice la she govera&ant
LJ1 , the people obey the laws better ia a derooraey
^^ha people have better officials ia a daascraoy.
Acceptance of tips which are ansa greater than the value of
right bw« iuib they are asaat to be gifts, (the service is
mmjt9os because the tips are uuearstad
^Jti&k% basause it is so other person*s business
^wfmg because the giver nay act be able to afford it.
70. Is a fair trade
_
_each party should things only of himself and of bis profit
_J>oth persons should be equally benefitted, (ia the trade.
r11 w*6 «an da is to trust to look he win not be cheated
^jim ms% Iry to get the advantage or the other party sill
71» Anger should be controlled snjJW f"x possible
-
„
aalv whta you fenow you sill gala nothing by showing auger
IL I
,
oalr shsn your friends are near
ahea ycu would be aaharasd to hare people see you angry.
72. ?b* theory that the #orld cess every ana ft living is
,
true because there is enough ia the aorld for everyone.
„false because tfre met should use his asm ability to support
„false because suae sen can earn sere than others* (hioself
.
.
..true because no one should be allowed to suffer.
(to another
73. If one hears a atatataaat that he kaovs is unfair and injurious
,
fee la not responsible for the effect of a statement Bade by
it la useless to try to correct it. (another person.
,
ha should do what hs con to correct the error no aatter
whether the person is his friend or act*
__Jhe is liable to get into trouble hisself if he tries to
(correct the error.
fit Character is detersdned by
the shape of the head* «• i»
one's reputatiea one's position ia society.
75. The statement that good habits are a»re easily broken than
, r
true besauss It is harder to form a goad habit, (bad ones is
true because we enjoy ear bad habits
,
false because all habits are formed alike
,
false because ve naturally have bad habits.
Sf yau fiaish before time is up, look over pages 7, g aad 9
(^usstioas 51-75( to sake sure you have answerer, them correctly.
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STH10AX, KBmj&m
.Iota.
•frdcrllno *True* If 70a think the statewmt Is true: underline
•?alW» If you think Ma 3t'*t*y,nt is fitfa/,
1. The aim who ssaScaa $100,000 by bootlegging and builds ft
beautiful hoaae with it Is greater than the nam who sokes &
moderate living honestly and lire* in an ordinary house...True false
2. Children new** «h«at unless they hare to,.... ...True false
3. Children who alio* themselves to aheat en little things
are less likely to grow up to be criminal* than those
who are strictly honorable*............... Tree false
km The seat reason for beln^ honest is that it pays* ..True false
t*
A piasple aa th* Ira^ne is a *ig» you have told a lie*.....True false
s ft is sas*a doty to care far toe property of others even
the it has not be< a planed in his eara....................Trae false
T*a» ** PAPtAfr. around <V if you think the act is right: around
•ffr* if you think the act is wrong* around -3sr» if you think
the set is excusable.
7. There was a ooatest among the classes for high grades.
John cheated aa the test to help his class win**,,«.......B at fr
S, Seary knew that his father was enee in Jail. But when
another coy asked Mm about it Senry said his father was
newer in Jail* is r
9* Mary cent to visit a sick friend and was isarccsad with
ho? pale and sick she looked, Hary wanted to cheer her up
so she said* *%, hut you look wcU.**... S at ffr
ID. Barry did not want to steal apples and he knew it was wrong.
But the other says were going to steal apples* so he went
to.*... ...a at wr
U. Fred made a adstake and put a aickle into a slot laacMas
Instead of a penny, so he pat in fear slugs to even it W4V.8 St Wr
12. John gave a nickel for e penny»s irorth of candy* The
storekeeper gave him five pennies la change by fidstake.
John noticed it but accepted them ant asid aothiug........B Be fr
13, Preventing another pupil from copying your waste and
handing it la as his.... ....... .R at ffr
I1*, Cheating year enemies to get even with them.......... B fa tr
15. letting your ice skates sharpened before it freesee* ...... at ffr
lb. Sneaking into a ball game without paying* ............... .H fx wr
17. Telling the hostess that yea enjoyed the party when you
were bored bo death* « .s at ffr
IS. Breaking quarantine* H fit Iff
If, Listening to a conversation you are aut supposed to near*»B At ffr
20, aacaping the paymsmt of car fare ••.•••••.••3 Sx Wr
21, Taking boms asms goods from a horning building. ..3 at tr
22, Flaying alck to avoid going to school for a day* , ...3 Bx wr
Giving a nisnsibla. but not exactly cor - -set, excuse for
tardiao33 or absence* B Br ffr
back at the first word in the line: underline the other word
in the Una which Meets mast nearly the same.
2b. Provoke—irritate, call before, prevaricate, prevent, instill*
25, 3hua—be right, be strong, avoid. ko=»p dark, keep quiet*
These items are used by permission from tests prepared by Hugh
Hsrtshorae and ^ark May.
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. Eats..
Tour *?e last birthday lour class la school..........
. • .
.
t^adorllne the answer Khieh expreesea your opinion. If jw hare no
opinion ia a given ease, omit the fjnaatioa.
1. X* it *orth while to do right, whether or not there
to a life leyend? ................. .................Ye« lo
2* I* there a future life? .............Tea So
Are there reward* and partafaaaata after death? ......Tea So
t>o«3 Gad know all aboai oar de^ds? ,Tae la
5* Does God punish evoryoae who does wmag? ........... .Yae SO
b. will God keep fwa ham la this Ufa eae who does rl#st. .Tee la
7* a** oaa obtain God's forgiveness far wJjntww wrong ha
does?...let So
ff. Does God»e forgiveness prevent fwthaa snfferlag
of consequences for wrong dona? ........................Yes So
9* Does God*a forgiveness assure oaa of freedom frea
puaishaaat after death? ...........Tea la
10. Bees Oad lava sash Individual? .Tea *»
11. Does God lore each individual e-niallv? ............. Tes Mo
12. Dees God wish aa to help other people? .....Tee Ko
13. Does Gad eish us to do right? Tea So
14. Does 004*8 paver la the world wortr to soke things
hatter hauler* ........... ........ ......... ........Tea So
15. Does Gad express hiuaeelf ia everything that
Is £0o4 sad beautifulf ......Tee la
16. Does God so^aati; as aog^eat to aa <§ood that*? .......Tas la
17* 5111 prayax, if properly need, obtain whatever aaa saats?Tes So
IS. Does prayer are* give aa etreagth? ... ........ .......... .Tea So
19* Does prayer help as to do our beat? ................... .T^s So
20, ts prayer helpful In some other asys? ...................Tes S*
21, Ooght sa to follow oar consciences in deciding *hat
to do? .......Tes So
22, is the Bible free from error? .....Tee So
25, Does the beat of the Mole giro aa a good guide
to fight living? • Tes So
24, fa the life whlah Jesus taught and exoapllfled the
kind of life all ought to lira? ..Tee Sa
25. Doaa oaa always have the power to do rl^ht instead of
•tro. v t
.....'tf'j : T,o
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CHARACfSR ASALTSIS
**J*» of subject feme of teacher.
1 2 3 H are the grades: H is superior} 2 is average! is
distinctly d fleieat. The statements are so warded that the
higher sears is always desirable. If, in any ease, you hare no way
whatever of Judging a given quality, please sbsply emit that score.
Grades
1, 1st easily led by others into -ueeiloaable or wrong things
2, Easily led or influenced by oth-sr for good
3* Influenced by others' opinions, wants respect sat appreciation**
•1. fends to lead others
5. Can be counted on to tell the truth even to his own disadvantage
6, Sees not resort to trickery or misleading statements
7« Avoids exaggeration**
3, Can be trusted with money
9« Can be trusted not to cheat in examinations
10* Keeps his proad.sest does what he says he sill do
11. Soldo to what he thinks is right* uasdndful of ridicule, etc.**
12. ISadeavors to restore loot property to rightful owner**
13. Heturns promptly and in good condition things loased to him
1%. Flays fair In gauaes, athletics, etc,
15. Protests at unfair play, cheating, etc.
lb. Courteous in manner, speech, etc,
17, Chivalrous to woaen and girls (or acknowledges ehivalryplsasaatly *
18. Bespeets those in authority, including parents and teachers.*
IS, Reverent: silent, attentive, etc., during worship
2d, Cooperates with teacher. ....21. Pays good attention in class
22, Willing to help anyone In difficulties
23, Participates in projects, class enterprises, etc.
24, 3orks for the teas, class, etc., rather than for himself**
25, Agreeable whom he wan net have his own way**
26, lot determined to have his own way
27* Takes pride in the appearance of school property (books,desks)**
28, Conforms to rules* ••.•29, Is a good loser**
30. Takes pleasure in the success of others**
Jl, Doss not complain over trivial things**
32. Accepts no "dares" of a foolhardy nature**
33, Oood intentloaed ....3U. Persevering: sticks to work in spite
3$, Ambitious (of discouragement
36, Makes the best of his misfortunes** •...37* **«»• to lean
38. Boos his best ••••39* Keeps his temper**
%>, Treats those of foreign descent as his equals
Hoes not make disparaging remarks or sneer and laugh at others**
U2.
-inlet and orderly whan teacher is not in room**
lB» Does not take the property of other without their consent**
bX, Bsjeys a Joke even at his own expense**
!
*5. Ia constant, not fickle toward a friend
U6. Does not expect special favors or privileges**
1*7, Prompt at appointments, class, etc,
US, Forgivea wrong-doing in others**
be. Concentrates upon the task at hand**
90, Reads assigned work whether he is to be Questioned on it or not*
*
Taken from *Baphas1sing Hablte and Attitudes of Christian Cltlsenship7
by Josephine 2>. Baldwin, pp.7-8
* TaJcea from "A Scale for 'fe&suring the Importance of Habits of Good
Cltlssnship, by S. a. Opts* & C. 7. Chassell,pp. 21-27,


